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THE HON. W. C. KENNEDY C. I.
J.R.M. Pentland

D.C. Hyland
Vice • Principal

TO
Mr. Donald J. McVey
Teacher of English and Latin

1962 - 1968
I reach the Inn and drop my load,
And, dazzled by the sunset flame,
I look through windows down the road
Up which I came.
I see far off as in a dream
My starting-place at dawn of day,
And trace the woods and mountain stream
That edged my way.

And now upon the mountain height
l gaze with rapture at the view,
Until the stars call down the night
And bid me bid the world adieu.
- F. G. Scott
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Why make it a big affair because K.C.I. stands in its 40th year? How has everything
changed so much in that short a time?
K.C.I. was to see the last years of the Great Depression and many gruelling years of
war and turmoil. And now, after this relatively short time we have more than dawned on
the age about which people years ago felt skeptical - yes, even the time when
K.C.I.'s last cornerstone was being set into place. Before our eyes flash fantastic
automobiles, we operate computers, and far above our world great spaceships toil through
the black and mysterious quite soon to plop a man upon the moon's crust. All around us
people are receiving life they never felt with new organs and outstanding drugs. Student power E"ises and with it climbs the tolling mount of rioting because of conflicting
concepts of power and education between students and administration.
But at the end of another forty years we hope we can see as much change around us as
we have thus far. But, better still, it will be far greater to find K.C.I. standing the
way it has till now in its own fine tradition. When we see that everyone and everything
has changed and even our Kennedy has a new face, we hope that it will still be maintained on the same principles of warm friendship and teeming enthusiasm that were set
down only forty years before this time.
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A. G. HOOPER, M.A.
PRJNOPAL
HON. W. C. KENNEDY COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE

STAFF OF THE KENNEDY COLLEGIATE
Back Row - Miss L. Lloyd, M.A., J. H. Fox, M.A., Miss M. Kirkland, B.A., A. F. S. Gilbert,
B.A., Miss D. Hope, B.A., Miss S. Bristol, B.A., Miss E. G. Stewart, B.A., W. H. Downey,
Miss C. Vrooman, M.A., Miss E. Rock (Secretary), Miss G. Hamilton, B.A., J. Comrie, M.A.
Front Row - H. Crighton, B.A., Miss M. Hutchinson, F. D. Knapp, B.A., Miss A. Noonan, M.A.,
G. S. Campbell, B.A., (Vice-Principal), A. G. Hooper, M.A., (Principal), Miss C. Hewitt,
B.A., R. R. Deagle, 8.A., Miss N. Cleary, B.A., M. W. Ryan, B.A.

s

Mr. Hyland

Mr. D. C. Hyland, our Vice-Principal is going on to
a position he has worked for a number of years to attain.
This year he has been appointed to be the principal of
Herman.
After graduating from the University of Western
Ontario and teaching in Guelph, Mr. Hyland came to
Kennedy in 1954. Here he was the Head of the Science
Department for five years, and has been our VicePrincipal for the last three years.
Mr. Hyland was also an advisor in student activities.
He coached several championship volleybalJ, hockey and
rifle shooting teams; and worked with the stardust
committee.
Of all the events which have taken place in the last
sixteen years Mr. Hyland was most impressed with:
"the tremendous effort of the students
to raise $6,000 in Centennial year in
order to furnish and redecorate the
J.M. Donohue Memorial Library."
Mr. Hyland is anticipating his new position ; but he
is sure he will miss Kennedy.
The staff and students also regret that he is leaving; but we wish Mr. Hyland the very best at Herman.

Mr. Letourneau

Mr. G. Letourneau after having been at Kennedy
for thirty-eight years is leaving this year.
However, he has a great expanse to look back
at and also a pleasant, more relaxed future
ahead.
Originally from Tecumseh, Ont., he attended
the University of Ottawa and began to teach at
Kennedy in 1930. His first year he taught Geography, Algebra, Spelling and French. The
remaining years he taught only French.
Mr. Letourneau expresses great pleasure in
graduates of K.C.I., who have done so well. He
feels that over the years the students have
not changed but the teaching methods have
undergone tremendous changes.
He would like to wish the students at
Kennedy the best for the future, for they are
definitely the best in the city.
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Miss Hope

At the same time as we celebrate our 40th anniversary, we also bid farewell to Miss Dorothy Hope, who
has guided K.C.I. students since the doors first opened. We, and all who have been acquainted with her.
sincerely believe that although she is leaving us, the fond memories she has left with us will never
fade. Miss Hope feels and knows what all young people as students do, and holds a profound interest in
all school activities.
When asked to recount her impressions of her teaching career and the school, she said, "K.C.I. means
to me happiness and delight. It is not possible to select any one pleasant incident to describe as an
infinite number come to mind. However, to a teacher, the ultimate success of each student is what counts
most. When the world is changing at such a rapid pace, when we are told that there is more to learn in
the bottom of the sea than in the realm of space, and that if we think of a thing, it is already
obsolete, what place can hold more adventure than a school?"

We can do no more than express our deepest gratitude to Miss Hope for all that she has contributed to
the school in the past, and wish her a pleasant and! rewarding retirement.
And so, Miss Hope "Ave atq111e Vale".
7

SOME FORMER GRADS OF KCI
John Alexander . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C.F .L. star
Anthony Golab . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ C.F .L. star
Richard Graybiel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Windsor Star Publisher
Joe Krol . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C.F .L. star
John Loaring .... .. . . ........ . . Olympic and British Empire
Games Champion
Richard Suderman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C.F .L. star
John Wheelton .... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mayor of Windsor

Mr. White

Miss Binder

Mr. Strachan

Miss D'Annunzio

Some Former Grads of K.C.I.

Many Kennedy graduates have gone on " to seek
higher things" during the forty years of K.C.l.'s
history. One former student (a graduate of '49)
who is now a successful Canadian is Herb Gray,
Liberal Member of Parliament for Windsor West,
recently appointed parliamentary secretary to
Finance Minister Edgar Benson. Mr. Gray and his
wife, Sharon, now maintain a Windsor residence
on Giles Avenue.
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While a student at Kennedy, Mr. Gray was very interested in public speaking and won
both W.S.S.A. and W.O.S.S.A. championships. He later graduated from the School of
Commerce at McGill University, and Osgoode Hall in Toronto , then he returned to Windsor
to practise as a barrister. Mr. Gray is a responsible citizen and interested in the
educational system and is especially interested in the teaching of History and Government.
Mr. Gray feels that students should leave school with " an open and enquiring mind.
Learning is a process of asking questions and we should not be concerned about the fact
that there may not be definite answers to a lot of things.''
Herb Gray is living proof that Kennedy graduates DO succeed.

I
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GRADUATES

DAVE ABRAHAM
Dave was a member of the
Drama Club and without him the
"Bald Soprano" might not
have been the success that it
was. He hopes eventually to
become a commercial airline
pilot. For the present he
finds great pleasure in horse
racing. May you always find a
winner Dave!

RICK ANDREWS
Rick was Kennedy's leading
saxaphone player. His interests
lie mainly in music; he was
active in both the Stage and
Concert Bands. Rick has been
attending Kennedy for five
years and plans to enter university in the fall. He wants
to get his degree and teach.
Lots of Luck!

BARBARA ANN BANKS
Barbara Ann has been successful throughout her years at
Kennedy , and hopes to continue
this success next year when
she enters Teachers' College.
Her varied activities have
included swimming, Hi-C group,
teaching Sunday school and
washing dishes in a hospital.
All the best Barb!

JEFF BEAR
Jeff, although a nice friendly bear, was write-up shy.

HONOUR

ELIZABETH BELANGER
Behind a quiet front, Elizabeth lives a very interesting
and varied life. Her hobbies
include skating, dancing, and
collecting match boxes. She
has been at K.C.I. for three
years and is an active member
of the Drama Club. Lots of
Luck for the Future, Liz!

JUDY BENTLEY
During her five years at
Kennedy Judy was an active
cheerleader. This year she was
vice-president of the Forum,
as well as president of her
class. Judy plans X-ray technology as her career. Good
Luck Judy!

DANUTA BOJAR
Danuta, our blonde doll, enjoys dancing, skating and
spending money. She was an
active member of the Stardust
committee at Kennedy. Next
year Danuta plans to go into
Nursing, unless her "White
Knight" c-0mes along. Best of
Luck in your career, Danuta!
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ERJC BUKOWICKI
Occasionally, Eric finds
time to draw himself away from
the billiard table to attend
classes. We wish him great suc·
cess in his career as a pool
table designer. We all hope
h~ will eventually branch out
into bigger and better thjngs
in future.

GRADUATES

MARY BOTEK
Mary says her future plans
are undecided but nevertheless
determined. Teaching will be
her probable destiny. Her
hobbies are mu ic and de igning. We wish Mary aJI the best
for the future.

FRANK BRADACS
Fearless Frank has been so busy
meditating on brilliant subjects that he did not have
time to tell us his profound
thoughts.

JACKIE BROWN
Jackie is a good swimmer and
W.S.S.A. swim team member. She
was Kennedy's version of Jo.
Anne Worley in the fall production of "Pot Pourri", and
was selected Prom Queen at
the formal dance "When In
Rome".

LARRY BURGESS
Larry liked K.C.I. so much he
could not stay away for more
than a year. He was the goalie
of the hockey team this year.
Good Luck!

RUTH BURGESS
Ruth is a very able time
keeper. She came to Kennedy
four years, two months and
seventeen days ago. Her school
activities include prefect
duty and the Stardust Committee. Ruth plans to enter
university in the fall in hopes
of becoming a psychiatrist.

ANDY CERSKUS
Andy is an import from
Hamilton. He came to K.C.I. in
grade ten. He participated
actively in the Drama Club and
the Rifle Team. In grade 13,
he took Maths and Sciences
which he hopes will lead him
into the field of dentistry.
Best for the Future!
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LILLCHIRO
As head of the Social Committee, Lill was busy planning
the best prom Kennedy has ever
had. She has been a cheerleader for three years, and
she enjoys writing poetry and
sewing her own clothes. We
wish her the best in her
career as a social worker.

FLORA D'AGNILLO
Flora came to Canada in 1957
from Italy. At Kennedy she has
been a member of the French
and Italian Clubs. She also
participated in Public Speak-

ing. She worked on the Kencoll
Staff this year. Flora plans
to attend the U. of W. in the
fall. Good Luck Flora!

KATHY DEARING
SHELLEY COW AN
Shelley is a true enthusiast.
This was evident in her avid
participation in the Junior

and Senior volleyball and
basketball teams. Next year we

will find her in an X-Ray
Technology course.

RANDY CURRIE
Life outside school for Randy
consists of hunting, fishing,
sleeping and drinking. In
school he is very busy correcting spelling mistakes. We
advise him to get out of his
" hunting, fishing, sleeping
and drinking" habit or he
may find himself in a rut.

FRANK CSIK
If Frank has not got his head
buried in a book about " Histories and Antiquities". he
has his ear tuned to the thrilling sounds of Mozart and
Chopin. However, his future
plans lead him away from the
field of music into medicine.
Best of Luck Frank!

What Kathy can find of interest in that little town of
Leamington only she knows!
While she was in Windsor, she
was in charge of the class
news for the Kencoll, as well
as serving on the Stardust
Committee. In the fall Kathy
is planning on entering
Teachers' College.

DENNIS DESROSIERS
Dennis has taken an active
part in cadets since grade 9.
His grade 13 subjects include
both Maths and the Sciences.
Next year Dennis plans to invade the University of Waterloo, majoring in Math. If unsuccessful, Dennis plans to
cry a lot.

LOUISE DuPERRON
Among Louise's interests are
riding and skating. She plans
to enter the fields of either
nursing, teaching. or if all
else fails, marriage. Where
will this model of looks, talent and personality be next
year? Whatever she does we
know she will be a success.
All the best Louise!

RICHARD DROUILLARD
With the plan of becoming a
meteorologist, Richard enjoys
meteorology as a hobby. He
also belongs to the Royal
Astronomical Society and the
Sun Parlour Aquarium Society.
In his spare time he plays
golf and works with his camera.
We wish Richard the very best!

JOHN EMERSON
Quiet John says that his
interests include nothing outstanding but he is an avid
football, horse racing, and
beer fan. Next year will find
him in the Bus. Adm. Building
at the U. of W.

JILL FAIRBAIRN
A member of the Kencoll staff
for three years, Jill was this
year's co-editor of activities
for the yearbook. She was also
head of the Stardust Committee
and took part in the concert
band for five years. Next
year will find Jill working
for a Bachelor of Music degree at Western.

EVELYN FANTIN
Evelyn came to us from Commerce this year and wasted
little time in joining the U.N,.
Club and the Drama Club. She
participated in J .A. and likes
to play basketball - but more
important - she was actively
employed by Mr. Spinks as a
Chauffeur for his biology lectures.

BOBFARBOTA
Bob is an avid sports fan. He
was a member of the soccer
team; and proudly displayed
his equipment in English class,
(much to Miss McIntosh's delight). Next year, Bob plans
to continue his education at
college. Best Wishes, Bolrl

BRENDA FOREMAN
At school Brenda enjoyed
working on the Kencoll staff
and after school, spent most
of her time working for J.A.
Brenda plans to become an elementary school teacher, and we
wish her the best of luck.

LEN FRANKOWSKI
Len has ambitious plans for
the future; he hopes to become
either an engineer, a dentist,
or an educated bum. Len was a
member of the Concert Band and
Junior Football team at Kennedy. After school Len goes to
J.A. and takes piano lessons.
Good Luck in the future Len!

BRUCE GAGNIER
Bruce played French horn in
the concert band but is very
introverted so all that we
know is that he plans to go
into pre-med. at Western.
Good luck!
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ELIZABETH GAGNIER
Liz has been very active in
the French Club, U.N. Club and
the Stardust Committee. She
enjoys meeting people, and
during the summer worked at a
camp for retarded children.
This has perhaps influenced her
decision to become a Peace
Corps worker or a C.U.S.O.
nurse overseas. Good luck, Liz!

MAUREEN HARDCASTLE
Maureen participated on a
number of Kennedy teams and
she especially enjoyed playing
basketball. Best wishes for
whatever your future holds,
Maureen!

GREGGOATBE
Greg who hopes to "chisel"
his way out of grade 13 has
not yet decided on his future.
He is one of these golf-nuts
from out in the sticks who
chisel their way through everything. Best wishes!

MAUREEN HEANEY
Keeping her beautiful personality hidden behind her quiet
exterior, Maureen was an
active member of the Red Cross
Club last year. As she plans
to become a nurse she prepared
herself by helping as a Candy
Striper at Met. Hospital last
summer. Best wishes in the
future, Maureen!

MARLENE GRUM
Marlene's hobbies include
bowling, reading, chess playing and Walkerville's Bill S.
She has been in the U.N. Club
and Stardust and Social Committees. Planning on a career as
a History teacher, Marlene
will soon find out: "The only
thing you learn from History is
that you learn very little".

DAN HIGGINS
Dan has been roaming the
halls of K.C.I. for five years
and can be found in the Math,
Physics, Chemistry. History
or English rooms during the
days; at night ... ? Dan
like many, is undecided about
his future.

ALLAN HALFPER
Allan, an enthusiastic cadet,
has participated in the corps
for a number of years and has
risen to the post of officer.
Best in future!

MIKE HURST
Mike has been so busy chasing
the pigskin that he could not
give us any information for
the Kencoll.

LAURIE JOHNSON
Laurie was a member of the
concert band during her five
years at Kennedy and was also
a prefect. Her outside interests include sewing and she
holds a part-time job. Laurie's
plans for the future are stiU
uncertain but whatever she
does, we wish her well.

SHELDON INDIG
Sheldon has been a member of
both the soccer and wrestling
teams. Music-wise, he has
played in the cadet band and
the concert band. Sheldon plans
to enter the University of
Wtndsor next year. Good Luck
Sheldon!

WYLIE JOHNSON
Wylie has been an active member of the U.N. club and was
the Secretary-General of the
Model U.N. held this year at
K.C.I. He also ble\V his tuba
in the concert band for four
years. We wish Wylie the best
in his medical career!

CATHY JOHNS
Cathy spends most of her time
talking and laughing; but
still insists that her favourite
hobbies are playing the piano,
tennis and bowling. She is a
member of the Stardust Committee, and plans to follow in
her mother's footsteps by
becoming a teacher.

WENDY HILLMAN
Definitely a musical person,
Wendy plays the piano and has
been in the concert band. She
also enjoys horseback riding.
Her future is as yet undecided,
but we know she will tune in
by September! Good
luck Wendy!

JOHN JUURINEN
Quiet John shocked Mr. Spinks
with a very intelligent answer
in Biology on Dec. S, but
that was the last we have
heard from him.

LANNY KAMIN
At K.C.I. Lanny was involved
in the French Club and Public
Speaking. Last summer he hitchhiked across Canada; and in
the future, plans to: "Continue my education by experiencing a course in life." Good
Luck Lanny!

BILL KOWALIW
A real baseball enthusiast,
Bill displayed his knowledge
of the sport for our grade 13
English class using his own
unusual sense of humour. Thus
when we saw Bill dozing in
class we knew that he was
dreaming of spring and the
rosters of the future.
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ANNA MARIA LASELVA
When she is not working at
Dominion, or just working
hard doing nothing, Anna can
be found taking long walks.
This year she is taking English, Biology, French and Latin,
to prepare her for teaching in
the future. Good Luck Anna
Maria!

GARTH LEE
This tall, handsome member of
the football team refuses to
tell us anything about himself.

HUGH LEAL
Hugh is a very musical person. He has taken part in Pot
Pourri and is now a famous
banjo player.

BRUCE LePINE
Bruce is so quiet that all we
could learn from him was that
he enjoys playing badminton.
He plans to go to a university
next year and we wish him
success.

HOPE LINDSAY
One of our pert and pretty
blondes, Hope plans to become
an X-Ray Technician. Though
she has not participated in
any school activities, she enjoys roller-skating and riding.
Best wishes for a fine career!

WENDY LITTLE
During her five year visit at
K.C.I. Wendy was a member of
the Red Cross Club. One of her
favourite pastimes is reading.
Next year she plans to enter
Nursing.

CHRIS LUSK

Chris would like you, the
readers of the Kencoll to waiit
until next year for his writeup; since he plans to return
for another year.

RAYMOND LUSSIER
Ray was 13A's one-minute-tobell-boy. He was in the U.N.
Club and a prefect. After
school Ray worked at K-Mart
and the J .A. centre. Next year
he plans to start work for
his B.A. and, after that for
his L.L.B. in order to become

a lawyer. B@st of Luck Ray!

FELIX LUPPKE
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DORIS MARK
Doris has been quite busy
during her three years at
K.C.I. She has participated in
the Red Cross Club and the
Drama Club. She has been a member of the Baptist Young People's
Union. During the summer she
was a Candy Striper for she
plans a Nursing career. We
wish you luck, Doris!

ANDREA McLISTER
Andrea has been a member of
the Drama Club for two years
and had a role in "The Mouse
Trap" in 1968. This year she
portrayed that famous sex symbol of Laugh-In. Her interests
include figure skating and
painting. She plans to enter
Nursing, then take a Drama
course later.

WENDY MELLANBY
Wendy, (Kennedy's only natural blonde?) could be found
blowing her French horn in the
Concert Band. She was a member
of the Stardust Committee and
her Hi-C. In Wendy's opinion
the best Grade 13 subjects are
the spares. In her :spare time
she hopes to become an elementary school teacher. Good Luck!

DAVID MILES
Dave played soccer during his
stay at K.C.I. and did an outstanding job as goalie. Best
of lucid

TOM MILLS
Back doing post-graduate work,
Tom has a variety of interests
including art, cars, females
and music. In his spare time,
Tom likes to race cars. After
the completion of Grade 13,
he hopes to become a teacher.

PAT MILROY
Most of Pat's time is taken
up with the concert band. But,
when she's not practising she
works on the Stardust Committee
and the U.N. club. Pat plans
to teach French someday.
Good luck!

BARBARA MOLE
Barbara has been at Kennedy
for five years; and in that
time she has participated in
the Social and Stardust Committees. Kencoll work was also on
her list of activities. Barb's
future is undecided as yet;
but we wish her all the best
in whatever career she chooses.
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MJKEMUJR
Mild, meek-mannered, Mike was
too shy to tell us what he
was doing in and after school.

KATHY NOXON
Kathy has been pretty busy
around K.C.I. She was a member
of the Stardust, Red Cross,
and the Kencoll. Unfortunately,
Kathy refused to say what her

outside activities were. But
on the question of future plans.
an enthusiastic Kathy replies,
" Oh yes!"

BRJAN MURDOCK
Brian was this year's hunter.
What he hunted he would not
say. He plans to enter Busine&1
Administration at the U. of W.
in September, where we know
he will be a su~. Good
Luck!

GREG MURRAY
Mr. School Spirit earned his

MICHAEL PALANACKI
We are fortunate in having
Mike in our midst at K.C.I. An
experienced traveller, he has
seen many parts of the world.
We hope Mike will be a success
in architecture at the University of Waterloo next year.

RJCHARD PECNIK

title at every forum meeting.
Greg was president of the
model U.N. which was held at
Kennedy. For several summers,
he wodced at the Teen Oub
Camp for Retarded Children. He
enjoyed his three years at
K.C.I. so much he plans to return as a History teacher.

During his years at Kennedy
Richard has been active in the
house league hockey and baseball teams. His hobbies include
cars and astronomy. He plans
to enter university in the
fall. We hope that Richard will
have a successlu1 career.

JOHN MYSAK
A hard-working student, John's
efforts paid off this year as
he was awarded the T.D. Walter
l&tory prize. Although he was
not in any school activities
this year he enjoys tennis,
reading and painting. Good
Luck at university John!

Outside of school Brett's
musical pursuits included the
Windsor Regiment, the Lions
and the Teutonia Bands. At
Kennedy he played on both
basketball and soccer teams.
His aowning ambition is to
be the top trumpet player in
Windsor. Just keep blowing
that horn, Brett!

BREIT PIEFFER

ADILIA PIZZOLIITO
Being Italian-born naturally
qualified Adilia for the Italian Club. She also participated
in Red Cross and Kencoll
activities. Outside of school
she loves to ice-skate and to
attend Regis dances. She plans
to attend Teachers' College
next year. Good Luck!

FRANK PRANOVI

Frank, who has been in Canada
only four years, still enjoys
the favourite Italian pastime
- girl-watching. He has been
on the soccer team at K.C.I.
and hopes his grade thirteen
subjects wiU prepare him for
his future as a syndicate boss.
Good Luck, Frank!

DIANE RICHARDS
Kennedy's Goldie was always
flitting around the halls and
wouldn't stop long enough to
tell us what she was doing,
while she was flitting around.

ROSEMARY ROHATS
Since Rose was born in Dusseldorf, Germany, she qualifies
for the winter sports she enjoys: skating and skiing. She
is a member of her CYO Church
group and helped out on the
Stardust Committee. She has
chosen Nursing as a career and
our best wishes go with her!

KATHLEEN REID
Kathleen was on the KencoU
Staff, Red Cross Club and Stardust Committee. She enjoys
playing both the guitar and
piano. Each Sunday, she teaches a group of five-year-olds
ail Sunday School. With all this
experience we know she will
make a wonderful teacher.

RICHARD RYSAK
One of our landmarks, Richard
enjoys playing on the stock
market and has been in the
Math Club. On the sports scene
he has played some great football for the Clippers. He plans
a career as a physicist.

MICHELE RENAUD
This sweet and lovable Yankee
likes to ride and roller skate.
Her secret love, however, is
art. Next year we will find
her in university and after
that - who knows?

DEBBIE SILVERSON
Debbie was very busy at K.C.I.
She worked on the Stardust and
Social Committees, on the Kencoll staff and played in the
Concert Band. After high
school she is planning on getting her "silver wings". So
it's up, up and away for Debbie
and we wish her the best!
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LARRY SLAVIK
Larry is interested in hunting and water-skiing. After
studying Math A & B, Computer
Science, Chemistry, English
and Physics Larry plans to
go to St. Clair College. Good
luck, Larry!

CHERYL SOLOMONS
Cheryl's horoscope finds her
to be imaginative and dreamy,
and by watching during her
years at Kennedy, we tend to
agree. She is musically and
atristically inclined as she
paints, and plays both clarinet

and guitar. Next year she is
going to college.

GEORDIE SMITH
How Geordie found time for
all her activities, no one
knows. She was in the Red
Cross Club, and on the Forum,
Social and Stardust Committees.
Geordie enjoys gymnastics and
even dabbles in photography.
Next year, Geordie plans to go
to U. of W. for a B.Sc.N.

BILL SMITH
Bill was an active member
of the Social Committee and
also held a part-time job. His
future plans are still uncertain, but we know where there is
a "Will" there is a way.

ARTHUR STEEVENSZ
Arthur was born in Jakarta in
the Dutch East Indies. During
his five years at K.C.I. Arthur
belonged to the camera club and

the soccer team. Next year
Arthur plans to enter university. Good Luck!

LAURIE STEVENSON
One of Laurie's main school
activities is attending school
regularly which is a necessity
since she is 13A's official
scrapbook caretaker. After
school she works at Packers and
enjoys roller-skating and sewing. She plans to be a public

school teacher.

SANDY SNIDER
One of our busy people at
K.C.I., Sandy has made music

his main interest. He also enjoys woodwork and has a parttime job. Taking Maths and
Sciences, he hopes to take
medicine in university and will
hopefully discover quiet
tongues for library use. Good
luck, Sandy!

COLIN STEWART
Colin refused to give us any
information on the grounds that
it may incriminate him.

JANE SWEETMAN
Without Jane's five years of
incessant noise on clarinet,
the Concert Band could not have
survived. She was a member of
the Red Cross Club, Stardust
and Social Committees. "Janey"
is famous for her violent outbursts of giggling which echo
through the hallowed halls of

SCOTT WALSH
Scott was such a quiet member
of 138 that most teachers did
not know that he was in class
until June 13, 1969.

K.C.J.

BRIAN THOMPSON
Brian was K.C.l.'s distinguished forum president. He
also sold ads and was president
of his class. His outside interests are money, hockey and
girls. He hopes to enter civil
engineering and has the ambition to travel broadly. Good
Luck, Brian!

GORD THOMPSON
Gord is the musician of the
graduating class. He was drummer for the Concert and the
Stage Bands and for the Comancheros. When not playing "WipeOut" for the spirit assemblies,
he was in the library listening to Schubert's Unfinished
Symphony. Best of Luck, Gord!

MEL URSELL
Mel figures he has been at
K.C.I. five years too many. His
hobby is fixing lawn mower
engines. Since he took Math
A&B, Chemistry and English, he
at least hopes to become
"Designer of a super-charged
mini-bike." Good luck, Mel,
in a challenging future!

RICHARD WARECKI
Born in Derbyshire, England,
Richard enjoys stamp collecting.
Taking French, English and the
Maths, Richard plans to attend
Western. He hopes to become a
high school Math teacher. Good
Luck, Richard!

SANDRA WAYWELL
An active student at K.C.I.,
Sandi was a cheerleader, on the
Kencoll Staff and the Stardust
Committee. She taught swimming
classes, which she hoped would
be good practice for her career
as a Phys. Ed. teacher. Her
most profound statement of the
year was: "Who took the black
one!" Good Luck, Sandi!

PAT WHITE
Pat enjoys writing, sewing and
participating in J.A. activities. After school she worked on
the Kencoll Graduate Staff.
Next year Pat hopes to begin
training to become an Elementary school teacher. Good Luck!
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BRIAN WILEY
When most of us were asleep
Brian was shooting the puck
down the ice with the hockey
team. Brian was the hard-working
editor of the Kencoll. His
plans for the future are undecided but we hope whatever
he does he will find success.

JAMES WINTERS
An avid reader, Jim has been
a Record Club member at Kennedy.
Sometimes he writes poetry in
his spare time. His future plans

are still hazy but good luck
all the same, Jim!

MARY ANN WYZINSKI

Mary Ann's interests range
from collecting records to
writing a wild diary. She plans
to enter U. of W. to obtain her
B.S.N. At K.C.I. she was on
the volleyball team and on the
Stardust Committee. Best of
luck in Nursing!

GINO ZAMPARO
Gino came to us this year from
Assumption High and is taking
History, English, French and
Math A. We hope he will be
successful at the U. of W. and
wish him the best of luck there!

FOUR YEAR GRADUATES

JOHN ANTONIW
T.M. - Caprice
Dest. - advertising ladies'

lingerie
A-4 - stacking cans
Weak. - women
Amb. - farmer

MARY JANE ASICK
APP. -Sexy
T.M. - Mini Skirts
Weak. - Bob
F .P. - Losing combs in English
A-4 - Hockey games

r

HEATHER BAKER
APP. - Lush
N.N. - " Bee"
P.P. - Freaks
F.P. - Golfing
1979 - Golfing with Peter

r

SANDY BOWER

APP. - content
F .P. - f"ighting with Al
F.S. - That's close!
Dest. - "Flying the friendly
!ides of United"
1979 - "Coffee, tea or me?"

BRIAN BILDFELL
APP. - Santa Claus
F.P. - lifting girls off their
feet
T.M. - big pink cheeks
Amb. - R.C.M.P.
1979 - wearing his red outfit

RON DAVIS
T.M. - Math Genius
Dest. - Chryco man
P.P. - guys who pick on his
brother
Weak. - seized up Valiant
1979 - on the line

GLEN BONDY
APP. - Tiny Tim
N.N. - The Bird
Dest. - hustler
P.P. - Arguing with P.D.
1979 - champion wrestler

IAN HAYWARD
APP. - petrified forest
F .P. - sleeping
N.N. - slimy limy
F .S. - Hav ta go to work
A-4 - Dominion

PAUL BORGHI
APP. - Wild
F .P. - City Council Meetings
A-4 - Wrestling
Amb. - Anchors Away
1979 - Wrestling Champ

CAROL HOAG
N.N. - Hoagie Wolf
F .S. - Did you do your Chemistry?
A-4 - driving the bomb
F.P. - redoing Biology diagrams
1979 - drivirig Churchwood cars
not hitting them.
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BRUCE HOBBS

T.M. - The " Cats"
Amb. - Religious Fanatic
1979 - Road Runner

JUDY KENNEDY
APP. - too cool hippy
A-4 - Ted
P.P. - Frats
Weak. - sports cars
1979 - raising baby Rainey's

JIM JEFFERY
APP. - Rabbit
F.P. - Playing Drums
Weak. - Nerves
A-4 - Hoffman's
F. Song - White Rabbit

ALKRUC
T.M. - sideburns
Weak. - giving in to S.B.
P.P. - sick Vauxhall
F.P. - sleeping
A4 - bumming a ride

MYRA KATZ
APP. - sexy
Amb. - Israeli Guerrilla
T.M. - Down with Windsor Long live Detroit
F.S. - Mind your own business

MIKE LaPOINTE
APP. - Mr. Burns
F.P. - Blowing Grass
F. Song - Kick Out the Jams
P.P. - Greasers
1979 - Pusher

NANCY KATZMAN
APP. - Night Tripper
F.P. - Freaking Out
A-4 - Harry's Meat Market
P.P. - Hockey Games

ART LITFIN
T.M. - flower child
F.S. - Judy, Judy, Judy
F.P. - getting painted
A-4 - tailing Ozzie
1979 - Goalie of the Year

APP. - Bouncer at the
" Grotto"

F.P. - With the "Cats"

N.N. - Fancy Pants Nance

PAT McDERMOT
APP. - Innocent
P.P. - Pot Heads
P.M. - ••chopper"
F. Song - Never My Love
1979 - Raising Little
"Choppers"

ANDY PASZKOWIAK
APP. - Does he or doesn' t he?
A-4 - soda jerk
Amb. - manager of Kresges
Dest. - Gambler
1979 - author of the new and
w.onderful book entitled " 1001
Funny Neufie Jokes"

SHIRLEY McLACHLAN
APP. - inquisitive
Amb. - helping the retarded
A-4 - at the pool
F.P. - asking freaky questions
in Health
1979 - Treading Water

CESARE PECILE
APP. - grape picker
Amb. - architect
Weak. - wine
P.P. - people with higher
marks than him.
1979 - redesigning K.C.I.

DAN NESPOLON
APP. - insane
F.P. - junkers
Weak. - station wagons
A-4 - wrestling
1979 - Lord Layton 11

r
ELAINE PARE
Elaine decided to leave school
and was not here when writeups were to go in the Kencoll.

DAN PICKFORD
APP. - know it all
P.P. - Miss Carey
T.M. - speeches on life
Amb. - teacher
1979 - teaching all about life

PAUL SHRYER
APP. - the "novel"
P.P. - Jim playing his drums
Weak. - Kapasking
F. Song - My Daddy was a banker
1979 - bank teller

,-vv~,..1nasor
' rnubl
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ANNE STEVENSON
APP. - model student
Ha! Ha!
A-4 - Danish Bakery
P.P. - English Classes
Weak. - wine and food

KEN SWITZER
APP. - friendly
A-4 - Woolco
T.M. - quiet
F.P. - listening to teacher
1979 - still working at Woolco

LESTETLER
N.N. - Tee
F.P. - writing M.J.M.
A-4 - Bartlet man
Weak. - putting it in the
basket

JOANNE THEIL
APP. - cuddly
T.M. - quiet but firm
F.S. - That's another dime,
John; you said a four letter
word.
P.P. - being asked to speak up.

STUART ULIAN
P.P. - Biology
T.M. - blue jeans
Weak. - long hair
Dest. - Chryco man
1979 - fighting off blocks

JIM WALSH
APP. - shy
F .P. - with Mike
F. Song - Paint it Black
Amb. - Sex Ed. Teacher
A-4 - Windsor Armouries

•

HARRY WEXLER
APP. - intellectuaJ
P.P. - arguing with M.K.
Amb. - undecided
F.P. - daydreaming
1979 - managing Joe's Fruit
Stand

ELAINE WOOD
APP. - unpredictable
Amb. - animal nurse
F.S. - turn around Bildfell
T.M. - long and short hair
1979 - nursing

•

LITERARY

ODE TO KENNEDY

In future years your name will bring
Sweet memories of youth,
Your name that stands for loyalty,
For honour and for truth.
'Twill help recall the happy days,
We spent beneath your care,
Those years we used in learning how
To live, to laugh, to share.
For more than knowledge do you give
To growing girls and boys,
You teach them how "to play the game",
And share life's secret joys.
- Laura Barker 1938

REFLECTIONS ON REMEMBRANCE DAY
The annual Remembrance Day observances are
generally irrelevant to our daily mode of
life. During these ceremonies, war is denounced as futile and tragic, yet even while these
observances are taking place, somewhere in
the world someone is being "futilely and
tragically" killed on a blood-stained battlefield.
Furthermore, there are too many implications
made that those who died during the two Great
Wars, and in the numerous smaller wars intervening, gave up their lives gallantly and with
such an enduring patriotism for their country.
I am not attempting to mar these men's characters, nor do I question their bravery, but, it
is a known fact and a natural one, that these
men perished attempting to save no one's life
but their own. Though I do feel sympathetic
towards those who died, and fully realize
their family's grief, I do at the same time
feel a great disgust towards mankind for,
while everyone claims, wholeheartedly, that
they despise war, is it not true that this
world has never in its existence passed sixty
seconds in which not a shot was fired, and not
a soul lay dead nor bleeding.
I am sadly led to believe that man instinctively thrives on war, which briings out, for
all to see, his natural animalistic tendencies.
I am not implying that those men who were
drafted or enlisted on their own behalf,
wanted war, those who enlisted knew conscription was coming, those who were drafted, faced
war or imprisonment. However, few men went off
to war with the great feeling of pride and
love for their country, that is proclaimed by
ministers in their assemblies, and Generals in
their "I regret to inform you ... "
notices. After all, those soldiers, on both
fighting sides (although soldiers were often
brainwashed or "hopped up" on drugs to
place them in the proper fighting spirit) were
only human, and, as a result, each entered
war with the same selfish human attitudes by
which he had previously lived his daily routine. In other words, each being prayed for
himself, cried for himself, lived for himself,
and, in the midst of the Hell known as war,
the "unknown soldier" died for himself.
Danny Blackbourn
Grade 10
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HE'LL BE HOME
The tear in the soldier's eye,
Said that he wanted to stay;
As he kis.wd his wife goodbye
He said he'd be home someday.
He looked at his smallest son,
Oh, how he wanted to stay;
But it didn't really matter,
Because he'd be home someday.
He shook the eldest's hand,
What on earth could he say?
The son's eyes said it for him;
"You'll be home someday."
He went off to war ...
To the bombs, and the bullet's spray
He sat in the trenches and dreamed,
About his being home someday.
He lay in the trench and bled.
A bullet had shattered hls brain
He lay in the trench dead.
He'd never return again.
Janet Stewart
Grade 10

ALONE IN THE NIGHT
a child alone in the night
sat still and gazed
with wide, innocent eyes
his tiny heart beat fast
his little hands trembled
his round brown face showed
the fright of child
alone the night
Pegee Beswick
Grade IO

THANK MAN FOR
War, hate,
Sufferin$ and death.
Along with, of course,
That great method of controlling,
The Population Explosion,
TheH Bomb.
But, most of all,
Thank man for loving
His fellow man
As deeply as he does
Rob Craig
Grade lO
HOPE

OUR FATHER, WHO ART IN HEAVEN?
Our Father, who art in Heaven,
Hast Thou deserted us in our hour of need,
Man cries out for Thee,
Why dost Thou not answer?

What is hope without need?
Hope •...
The motivator of great events,
The life-blood of desperation
Hope •...
The weapon of the innocent
The curative of fear.
Hope ...•
The intoxicating wine of the forlorn,
The salvation of the faithful.
Hope ....

Dost Thou not hear the cry of Man,
Who livest in squalor and owns nothing,
0, Lord if thou shalt never answer,
Tell us, so we may die

Randall C. Gibbons
Grade 10

Cathy Amott
Grade lO
DESPAIR

A PRAYER FOR MANKIND
My fellow man and I are brethren, Lord
Although we don't always act the part
We try to not hate, lie and steal
We really do.
Forgive us, "we know not what we do".

Harsh and like stone,
Cutting and brittle as glass,
A domain of suffering ••.
Of fear and hate,
Grinding and decimating
As millstone to grain,
Which tears and shreds the soul,
The personality, the being ••.
The fibre of individuality.
Despair • ....

Amen
Wolfgang Schmidt
Grade 10

Randall C. Gibbons
Grade IO
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LONELINESS
Oh lonelineM you have peisecu ted me.
Your parasitic evil thriving on depression has at times
poisoned my solitude,
But my spirit is too gi.at. My love of life will encircle
and overpower your pettiness.
How dare you think that a man is a self-contained unit,
Like myself, every man needs the joys and sorrows
of living to survive.
You fill our hearts with remorse when there
should be affection.
You dare to isolate me from my fellow man.
Despair, you will never control me!
Wither! My soul reinforced by love and friendship
will defiantly flourish.
Your brothers, hate, fear and malice will never
breed within me.
Valiantly, you will be defeated by a caressing hand,
a loving smile, a pair of sparkling eyes.
These are my weapons, my lifeline.
Without them the world would be empty and defenseless
against your scourge.
But the beauty of Life will never die!
J t encircles and inspires even the weakest of spirits.
Be gone loneliness! Back to your lair!
You will try to weaken me but always I have Life
And always there will be Life - awe-inspiring Life.
GregMunay,
Grade 13.
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A STRANGER UNTO MYSELF

I shut out the world long ago
When the acidic smell of death
caressed my nostrils
When the fighting and killing had
long surpassed
Cain and Abel
When destruction became a
huge
ravenous, monster
devouring all
When hunger rested within my inward self
destroying the want for substance

JOURNEY TO THE CENTRE OF THE MIND

Leave this place, you gulli1>le fools. Go
deeper. Come with us through the fiery doors
of eternity and visualize pulsating mirages
of deep purple bathed in the infra-red luminations of hell. Break away! Free yourself from
the bonds of life and find your place. Go
deeper, my friend. Don't stop! Go all the way.
You'll find them. Those pools of green fire
and blue crystals of haste. They're yours my
friend; all yours. They will laugh, the faces
of those lifeless puppets who mill around in
dark corners and hideous offices. But what will
you care. You'll have it, not them. So come
with us to the centre of your mind.
Charles Yeazel
Grade 10

When my eyes, looking everywhere for
God's hand
to grasp
found only emptiness
to stumble through
When my last bit of strength became
useless against the
surging sea
of chaos

I shut out the world.
And now I sit -

Within my dark, gloomy self.
Forgetting the blue expanse of day - heaven,
Forgetting the brilliance of the sun
as it bursts into a thousand pieces
on a lake's surface,
Forgetting the sound of children acting out their dreams with equal
reality.
Forgetting the beautiful life that walks
on the streets every day.
Yes, I sit alone,
Pondering these thoughts
And wondering why.

Barbara Mlodziarowski
Grade 10
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,'
YOUNG SALLY

Once upon a time
There was a foolish girl
named Sally.
She thought that all the doors were open
That the world was round and for her taking:
That she could dance through the fields
of Oowers
Without a care.
When one day,
Sally came upon a door
That had no keyhole
A bright, red door that she could not open.
No matter how long she pounded, and scratched,
it remained
Closed.
Sally ranted, she raved and the blood Oowed
red from her blistered fingers
As she knocked and knocked •••
Until one day
Sally went
Mad.
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Andrea Coumoundorous
Grade 10

A FRUSTRATING EXPERIENCE
Jack sawed furiously on the slab of pine as th~ scent of fresh lumber
filled the air. Behind him, in the dimly Ut shop, lay two completed coffins.
The carpenter dropped his saw and jaunted out the door after he was stunned
by a shrill sharp bell.
Jack was a convict. He was learning the trade of carpentry on the small
prison farm out in the country. Today was a special day for he would make
his attempt at escape which involved a fool-proof plan. A person at the prison had died in the night. He would be smuggled out of the prison in the
coffin with the corpse. A guard he had bribed would dig him up. The guard,
who was as bald as a billiard-ball, would be off duty a half an hour after
the burial. A car would be waiting to aid the convict's escape.
Just before the funeral, Jack headed for the building which contained
the coffin and his pass to freedom. Making sure nobody was around, he slipped
into the darkness of the room and hopped into the casket. He could feel the
dead weight of the body beside him as he closed the humble lid. Minutes later
Jack was carried out and lugged to the graveyard at a monotonous pace. He
experienced a sinking feeling as he was lowered into the hole. Thunderous
noises signified he was being buried alive. Now, there prevailed an unbearable silence. His wristwatch pounded in his ears and his heart thudded in
rhythmic clauses. The walls of the casket seemed to close in on him and the
air hung heavy in his IWtgs. Perspiration poured from Jack's forehead as he
pondered the time. It had been an hour. Still longer he waited having no
choice. His breathing became quick and shallow, his mind wondered and the
body next to him cuddled closer to him. Panic overtook Jack as he banged on
the lid till his knuckles were raw. In his frustration, he accidentally yanked
the white sheet from his neighbour's body. He fumbled around with his hands
and then froze. Fear shot up his spine as he lit a match to behold a bald
headed corpse.
Bruce Burchmore,
Grade 12

HE AND SHE
He stood there tall and dark
with broad shoulders and sturdy
frame, gazing at a woman delicate
and tender in every way.
He was an Abe Lincoln; strong,
kind and gentle, while she became
in your eyes, an angel straight
from heaven. Her beauty was
displayed even more so as she
stood there in a long, white,
satin gown. His black suit and tie
brought out all his manliness
hiding the reverence and love
he had for this woman. They were so
different but, were to become as
one.
Barbara Hardcastle
Grade 10

THE DAY CAME WHEN ..•
The day came when I had to choose,
But the time did not seem right;
Might I gamble, and then lose,
The thing I'd learned to like?
So bright, so young, so sharp, so

gay,

How would I take it - rough?
If she said no and went away;

Well, they say life is tough.
But it was now or never,
A case of do or die;
But could I find the courage
To ask her? I must try.
She said no.
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Joseph Caruso
Grade 11

THOUGHT
Long haired, lank and defiant he ambled down the street in torn jeans, a cut
off shirt and worn sandals. His once
clean cut features were covered with a
bushy beard, accenting his long wiry hair,
which, although quite outstanding made
people stop and wonder. A hippie! What is
he, what is he searching for. His soul?
Happiness? Peace? Freedom?
Or is he an egoistical publicity seeker who non conforms only to conform? And
if so, maybe we are the ones who kindle
hate's flame until it becomes a burning
rage. Maybe we are the onlookers who
watch silently while hope slowly fades.
Maybe we are to blame!
Andrea Coumoundouros
Grade 10

AUTUMN
Autumn is the saddest season of the year.

It is the season of love But not the love that grows and grows;
It is the season of lost love Love that was once,
But now has ceased to be.

Just as the trees lose their leaves
The person who loves but is not loved
Loses all his external glow and sparkle,
On the verge of being shattered with the next
Cold blow of the wind.

The autumn was ours
To tramp through the golden leaves
And to listen to the squirrels chatter saucily
From the branches of the oak trees.
Ours to walk hand in hand
And to discover each other
Only to find ourselves
Two very different people.

We tried to adapt ourselves
To the other's way of life
But that was a put-on.
It wasn't the real you.
It wasn't the real me.
It will be difficult to face each other
Every day knowing I still care about you
and you still care about me.
And that we will never
Be able to understand each other
Because of your kind of people and mine.

So we must say good-bye in the autumn.
And as the sky sifts
A satin shroud of snow over the earth
Putting aU things into a deep slumber
We must bury our love For it will never rise again in the spring.
Francine Sala
Grade 12
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KENNEDY (with apologies to Bruce Hutchison's Canada)
Insignificant and very short
is our name. Kennedy! The very
word is like an owl's screech in the
nighttime, is like the clamour
of tourists going south and the roar
of the fleabitten lions and the murmur
of tardy students.
Can we not hear the sound of
Kennedy? Can we not hear it in
the shuffle of the dragging feet
at exam time and in the sudden
laugh-bursts of a silent class, the
whisper of students in the deep
desks. the school bells along the
corridor on hot days, the rustle
of cheat-sheets under the desks,
and the bite of steel braces into
sandwiches?
Have we not felt the texture
and the living stuff of Kennedy?
Have we not felt it in the damp,
mouldy school floor, in the caress
of the new foolscap upon our hand,
in the salt falling off our hamburgs or meat and chicken pies, in

the bot lights of the language lab, in
the beat of gums and the fierce
surge of never-ending lessons?
And the colours of Kennedy,
these also have we seen. We have seen
then in the harsh sweep of chalk
dust, in the bulblight and shadow
muted across the heavy-headed pupils,
in foaming white and chocolate milk,
and in failure marks red as blood
and in bellyflop-red stomachs
by the poolside, and in white nails
of projects out of Industrial
Arts. and in the wrinkled blue
dresses of Home Economics. And we
have smelled the lean, deodorant
smell of Kennedy, in pine after
shave lotion. and furnace heating
fires, and in make-up cakes and
scented beard stubbles and new
hairspray and old gym socks.

Wendy Mellanby
Grade 13

ONE MR ff, _ __

Why might this stumping by the sleep-dark houses
in a snow-fogged morning twilight
the moth-flaked street lamps silvery the east wind down one eartube
and kneecaps crack.ling a protest why might this be pleasure
for the sake of solitude?
does th.is grin endwe it
because I am Canadian?

Anonymous
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He was a fine example
In most of our dragging lives
And he had to leave us
To go on to something
Better ....
But when he is gone;
His missing interest, spark of
Encouragement and endless energy ....
Will leave us empty, bewildered,
And quite lost.
Kathleen Reid
Grade 13

-

BOYS' SPORTS

JUNIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL

FIRST ROW: Ken Lauzon, Mike Strathman, Ken Hogan, Jim Archer, John Sharemeta, Don Ouellette, Mr. G . Girard.
SECOND ROW: Greg Williams, David Newman, Mike Malian, Bob Miller, Eddie Gillis.
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SENIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL

FIRST ROW: Tom Hogan, Les Tetter, Bill Graham, John Riggs, Doug White, Gerry Kukolj, Mr. L. Veres. SECOND ROW: Rick
Swizawski, Dan Bobbie, Wayne·Petryshyn, Gary Kisil, Augie Sartor.

Basketball Team
The Kennedy Clippers, at first glance, did not look like the basketball players
that usually grace our school colours, but after close consideration, it could
easily be seen that the potential was present.
Under the exceptional coaching of Mr. Veres, the team ended the season out of
the play-offs, with a disappointing record of 5 wins and 8 losses, however, this
record is very deceiving, since it could have easily been 8 wins and 5 losses had
Lady Luck, and a little more experience favoured the Clippers.
The team was very exciting, winning and losing close games. The Clippers battled bravely against teams that greatly out-classed them and even came close to
managing a couple of upsets. But as could be seen by everyone the Clippers lacked
the all important factor in basketball, that of experience.
Next year, however promises a great deal. No major basketball team in Windsor
has its entire team returning as Kennedy does, and not only are the starting 5
back for another season but the entire bench, who revealed some of the best teams
in the league in depth and strength wiJI return. Next year's team promises to be
a contender! Good Luck team!
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HOCKEY TEAM

FIRST ROW: Steven Davies, Colin Millis, Brian Wiley, Henry Hofsteteris, Mike Hurst,
Jamie Smith. SECOND ROW: Brian Thompson, Larry Burgess, Jim Atras, Bob Belanger, Greg
Maxwell, Gary Thompson, Gary Ostrander.

After several years of sitting in the background, Kennedy Collegiate has finally rejuvenated within its inter-school competition, Canada's national sport, hockey. Speculation around the league saw Kennedy dying in its attempt to produce a comeback. But on
the contrary, the Clippers surprised many people by winning six games and tying one in
ten starts, as well as qualifying for semi-finals. The main reason along with a good
crop of players for this accomplishment was the coach, Mr. Nicholas, who sacrificed
hours to properly train and prepare the team for each game. The team's effort this year
has brought this exciting game back into Kennedy's athletic endeavours.
The team along with Mr. Nicholas would like to thank assistant coach, Mr. McCallum,
Mrs. Erwin, who handled ticket sales, the managers, the many staff members and students,
who have helped make hockey a success once more at K.C.I.
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SWIM TEAM

FIRST ROW: Mr. J. Allan, Robert Dupuis, Jack Thompson. SECOND ROW: John
Johnston, Kevin Gurr, Tom Trotter, Ivan Nemet, Jim Sweetman, Harold Johnson,
Don Kasprick, Bob Rohats, Jay Whiteside.

This year the Boys' Swim team under the coaching of Mr. Allan was successful in having 8 swimmers represent Kennedy in the final meet. All of these boys were stars, as they went out with an
urge to swim and they did so, very well. With Mr. Allan you had to be good; he didn't have much to
work with, but he stuck it out and shaped the boys into a "team". Hats off to Mr. Allan.

GOLF TEAM

Ronnie Tratechaud, Jeff Bear, John Emerson, Alan Warsh, John Riggs.

SOCCER TEAM

FIRST ROW: Hank Martinello, Sheldon lndig, Mr. G. Wolf, Felix Luppke,
Tony Sisca. SECOND ROW: John Scherer, Sergio Grando, Les Tetler, Ivan
Benic, Frank Pranovi. THIRD ROW: Eric Christou, Roland Welker, David
Miles, Paul Borghi.
The K.C.I. soccer team of 1968 had its best season in Kennedy's history. The team under the
superb coaching of Mr. G. Wolf ran to an undefeated season, winning seven and tying 3. The Kennedy
team was power packed from offense to defense. Hank " Flash" MartineUo and his golden toe led the
Clipper offense with seven goals, while Frank Pranovi dazzled the crowds with his fancy footwork.
Meanwhile the defensive team led by "hard-nosed" Bob Farbota and "streaking" Greg Szabo,
backed up by Dave Miles and his four shot-outs held the opposition to only seven goals for the entire season.
Along with these were the other super stars, without which the team could not have functioned.
Every game was a team effort and Kennedy could have easily gone all the way , but a bit of overconfidence and a few misplays were all that was needed for Kennedy to settle for third in the city.
At the conclusion of the season's play, two Clippers, Felix Luppke and Bob Farbota were honoured
by being picked to the All-City Soccer team which battled the St. Clair College Saints to a three
all tie at Wigle Park.
On behalf of Mr. Wolf and all the team members I would like to thank the student body for its
support, which although at times lapsed came through in the play-offs.

BOYS' VOLLEYBALL

FIRST ROW: Gary Ing, Bill Androsiuk, Len Frankowski, Mr. B. White,
Bill Gee, lvo Spadotto, Ken Bradford. SECOND ROW: Jeff Bear, Gary IGsil, Jim Sweetman, Egidio Sovran, Gary Thompson, Alan Barbesin.

This year the Boys' Volleyball team finished the season with a rather disappointing 4-4 win-lost record. Oddly enough, the Oippers won all the road games, while losing at home. Basically, it was a rather
young and inexperienced team, but nevertheless each and every member put forth a great deal of effort.
Next year, Coach White's Clippers should be a definite contender for the W.S.S.A. championship, since all
the first string players will be returning.

WRESTLING TEAM

For the first time in Windsor, wrestling is recognized
by the W.S.S.A. as a sport for
inter-oollegiate oompetition.

To celebrate this occasion,
FIRST ROW: Gary Ing, Dan Nespolon, Glen Bondy, Mr. G. Wolf, John Thomson,
Mike Waffle, Lloyd Thompson. SECOND ROW: Gord Thompson, Dennis Meret, Ivan
Benic, Frank Morone, Colin Millis, Steve Davies, John Angler. THIRD ROW:
Doug Ouellette, Maurice Pressacoo, Eddie Lenarduzzi, Jim Sweetman, Paul
Borghi, Tony Sisca, Don Graham.

the K.C.I. wrestling team.
under the fine and dedicated
coaching of Mr. Wolf, claimed
the W.S.S.A. championship. It

has been a tense and thrilling
season for the team. At the
end of the campaign, the team
found themselves tied for
first place with Massey and

Brennan, fortunately they
nosed out Massey on a point
basis.
On March 1st the K.C.I.
wrestlers took part in the
University Tournament. Among
eight schools oompeting,
K.C.I. placed seoond with
67 points.
Next year, ooach Mr.
Wolf and wrestling team
should look forward to another championship campaign.
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CROSS COUNTRY TEAMS

I

•I

I
FIRST ROW: Joe Nemi, Doug Ford, Dave Matthews, Chris Kennedy, Don Kasprick.
SECOND ROW: Robert Schertzer, Micky Peter, Ted Pearce, Mr. Green.
Kennedy cross country teams have done admirably in previous years, representing our school in both
W.S.S.A. and S.W.O.S.S.A. meets and this year's teams, other than one, were no exceptions. Frank Baldock, taking first place in both W.S.S.A. and S.W.O.S.S.A. meets, led his midget team to two cross
country titles; while the junior team fmished second to Riverside in both meets. The juvenile team with
great promise, had the misfortune of taking a wrong trail in the W.S.S.A. meet and thus not finishing
as high as expected, but in true Kennedy fashion were great sportsmen. Now we come to the one exception,
the senior team. This team can be described in four words, "There was no team." It is a down right
shame when Kennedy, the school of scholars and athletes cannot get five senior runners from the upper
grades. What great athletic support!

FIRST ROW: Andy Kovosi, Larry Prashek, Frank Baldock. SECOND ROW : John
Archer, Mr. Green, CJoyd Thompson
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FOOTBALL TEAM

I
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FIRST ROW: Keith Marentette, Henry Hofsteteris, Gary Ostrander.
Larry Bookman, Bill Graham, Darryl Snyder, Mike Hurst, John
Riggs, Allan Kruc, Pete Goslin, Vince Callery. Art Litfin.
SECOND ROW: Neil Bower, Derek Barlow. Joe Ratushny, Bill Wiley,
Richard Swizawski, Ken Lauzon, Bruce Burchmore, Dan Bobbie, Ron
Divito, Doug White, Tom Hogarth, Dave Buller, John Rovere,
Wayne Thomas, Eddie Gillis. THIRD ROW : Augie Sartor, Jerry Kukolj, Mike Malian, Jack Niklas, Chris Erwin, Brian Bildfell,
Doug Moody, Greg Maxwell, Alan Desheild, Colin Stewart, George
Litinsky. Eugene Maciborka.
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BOYS' TRACK & FIELD

so

TENNIS TEAM

FIRST ROW: Carol Wilk, Debbie Hutton, Mr. L. Verres, Molly Pekar, Betty Golinker. SECOND ROW: Steve Lopatin, Dennis Danelon, Wylie Johnson, Harold Johnson, Ivan Nemet, Peter McMartin, Nick Ma.rtinello, Peter Fortuna.

Congratulations are extended to this year' s school champions, Carol
Ann Wille and Ivan Nemet.

At the W.S.S.A. meet, Ke1U1edy entered four out of five events. The
members of these teams were: Boys' Singles - Harold Johnson and Ivan
Nemet; Boys' Doubles - Dennis Danelon and Nick Martinello; Steve Lopatin
and Pete Fortuna; Girls' Doubles - Molly Pekar and Deborah Hutton and
Mixed Doubles - Betty Golinker and Peter McMartin, Carol Ann Wille and
Wylie Johnson.

Congratulations are extended to all team members, especially the
Mixed Doubles team of Carol Ann Wilk and Wylie Johnson, who reached
the finals, but lost their match to Brennan by the score of 6-2, 5-7,
2-6.
The team would like to thank their coach Mr. Veres for his valuable assistance.
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GIRLS' SPORTS

JUNIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL
FIRST ROW: Linda Zawadski, Molly Pekar, Sonia Fecycz, Noreen Hoag, Cathy Rodie, Jennifer Belcher. SECOND
ROW: Mrs. M. Landale, Janet Stewart, Debbie Milburn, Anita Lazor, Nancy Munro, Nina Kawa, Kathy Lauzon.
The Junior girls volleyball team had a very successful season this year under the excellent coaching of Mrs.
Landale. They played every game of the regular season without losing once. Unfortunately they were defeated by Massey
for the W.S.S.A. championship, but they went on to defeat Amherstburg for the S.W.O.S.S.A. championship.

SENIOR GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL
FIRST ROW: Cheryl Sabutsch, Mary Schlosser, Janet Sproat, Mary McMahon, Shelley Cowan, Melanie Ross. SECOND ROW:
Carol WiDc, Cathy Green, Shirley Daws, Ruth Stewart, Mrs. McWha, Bev Cowper, Kathy Parr, Debbie Hutton, Darlene
Lalavich.
The Senior girls' volleyball team had a good season under the able coaching of Mrs. McWha. They won their quarterfinal round and advanced to the semi-finals. Unfortunately they lost two out of three very close, thrilling matches.
Congratulations for a fine year.
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GIRLS' BASKETBALL

FIRST ROW: Mary Schlosser, Molly Pekar, Melanie Ross, Cheryl Sabutsch, Carol Ann Wilk, Sonya Fecycz, Jan McIntyre.
SECOND ROW: Bonnie Curtis, Debbie Hutton, Ruth Stewart, Liz Csoma, Cathy Rodie, Shirley Daws, Miss C. Eaton.

A very spirited team under the able guidance of Miss Eaton represented Kennedy in
senior girls W.S.S.A. basketball this year.
Although it placed only sixth among eleven
teams, the team gained valuable experience
and as several members will be returning for
their third or fourth year next year, even
better things are in sight. The top three
scorers included Melanie Ross with a total of
79 points, Carol Ann Wille with 56, followed
closely by Sonya Fecycz with SS. Sonya and
Melanie were voted most valuable players by
their fellow team members and both represented
Kennedy in the first annual East-West All-Star
game for girls held on March 26.
Although no actual Junior Team was formed
this year several senior players were eligible
in age for the team. The Junior Girls were
defeated by Leamington, the tournament champions, by a score of 2S-17.
SS

SENIOR GIRLS' SWIMMING

FIRST ROW: Miss J. Cunningham, Shirley Mclachlan, Marion Pitters, Cathy Green,
Elizabeth Arnott, Louise Baldassare, Arlene Willett. SECOND ROW: Linda Webb,
Carol Lacy, Cathy Cade, Debbie Horen.

JUNIOR GIRLS' SWIMMING

FIRST ROW: Miss J. Cunningham, Lily Pawlik, Susan Williams, Janet Sproat,
Mary Marg McMahon, Cathy Arnott, Marion McMahon. SECOND ROW: Lynn Cheswick,
Marilyn Bennett, Susan Green, Karen Asick.
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This year the W.S.S.A.
Individual Champion is
Janet Sproat, of the Junior
Team, who won the championship with fourteen points.
She placed first in the
fifty yard butterfly and
first in the individual
medley. The Junior Girls
Swimming Team placed
fourth with 22 points.
Some new girls, especially Susan Green, show great
potential, and will probably bring some great
results for the team next
year. The Senior Girls
also placed fourth in the
W.S.S.A. Swim finals with
22 points. Cathy Green
placed third in the fifty
yard free-style. Under the
excellent coaching of Miss
Cunningham we can expect
even greater results next
year. Congratulations to
both teams for quite a
successful season!

GIRLS' STYLE SWIMMING

This year Kennedy had an
excellent team. They did
very well in the meet.
They also put on an excellent water ballet. It did
not only demonstrate excellent skill but it also
provided a great deal of
amusement. The costumes
were funny in themselves.
Congratulations for an
excellent performance!

FIRST ROW: Miss J. Cunningham, Shirley Bonneau, Laurie Vivian, Gail Bassett,
Marion Pitters, Judith Neilson, Susan Williams, Sharon Foote, Pat McDermott,
Janet Sproat.

WHERE THE ACTION ISI

Janet Sproat,
our Junior
Girls Swimming
Champion finishes her race,
at last. Congratulations,
Janet!
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CHEERLEADERS
Pam Grundy

Leslie Vivian

Sandi WayweU

Lill Chiro

Arlene Willett

Geordie Smith

Donna Williams

Jacelyn Renaud

Sylvia Asa

Cindy Belanger. Joann Chiro, Lucy Lenardon
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ACTIVITIES

KENCOLL STAFF
This year's Kencoll staff has worked very hard to produce the best yearbook
yet. Many hours of hard work and planning have gone into it and without the
guidance of Mr. Davidson none of it would have been possible. Thanks also go to
this year's editor, Brian Wiley, and his industrious staff for their devotion.

EXECUTIVE

Editor - Brian Wiley

Business Manager - Pat Bellaire
Girls' Sports Editor - Sandra Waywell
Boys' Sports Editor - Felix Luppke
Clubs and Activities Editors - Jill Fairbairn
Debra Silverson
Class News Editor - Kathy Dearing
Graduates - Kathleen Reid
Adilia PizzoIi tto
Flora D'Agnillo
Photography - Dale Brown
Literary - F lora D'Agnillo

AD SALES

FIRST ROW: Judy Merritt, Geordie Smith, Pat Bellaire, Bianca Moresco,
Elizabeth Arnott, Linda Webb. SECOND ROW : Debbie Horen, Kathy Nixon, Barbara
Mole, Betty Golinker, Shelley Kamin, Debbie Silverson, Jill Fairbairn. THIRD
ROW: Mike Norris, Bruce Wilson, Greg Maxwell, Brian Thompson, Dale Brown.
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FORUM
This year's forum was revolutionary in many ways. For the first time in the
history of Kennedy Collegiate open forum meetings were held. The forum granted
to the students, who desired to smoke a smoking area. They voted money for basketbaJI and concert band jackets and for the first time in a number of years
Kennedy had a hockey team. which was very successful. Again the forum sponsored
the annual prom and they received permission for a spirit assembly during the
football season. The drama club was also assisted by the forum with ifs two successful presentations, and the executive of the U.N. club received money to
finance its five day trip to Washington. The forum would like to thank Miss Hope
and Mr. Brown for their assistance in the forum activities.

FIRST ROW: Larry Bookman, Lill Chiro, Wylie Johnson, Geordie Smith, Brian
Thompson, Judy Bentley, Cathy Green, Pam Grundy, Steve Davies. SECOND ROW:
John Riggs, Mike Bobbie, Greg Murray, Connie Zawyrucha, Lorie Smith, Lynne
Vivian, Marlene Reid, Glen Bondy, Art Lazor, Doug White, Mr. D. Brown.

President - Brian Thompson
Vice-President - Judy Bentley
Secretary - Pam Grundy
Treasurer - Larry Bookman
Corresponding Secretary - Donna Willia ms
Altiora Peto - Wiley Johnson (chairman)
Lorie Vivean
Literary and Drama - Marlene Reid (chairman)
Jim Carter
Social - Lil Chiro (chairman)
Bernice Price
Connie Zuwruyka
Spirit - Geordie Smith
Greg Murray
Glen Bondy
Lorie Smith
Boys' Athletics - John Riggs (chairman)
Doug White
Billy Bobbie
Steven Davies
Art Lazor
Girls' Athletics - Cathy Green (chairman)
Susan Green
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THE U. N. CLUB
"We the peoples of the United Nations... " Club have been
among the most active this year in Kennedy. Due to the generosity of the student body, we raised $1200 for UNICEF, the
highest amount raised by a high school in Windsor. I am sure,
you all remember the days of March 14 and 15, when 250 students from Essex County invaded the halls of KCI. The Model
UN. was the largest undertaking by any organization in the
school's history. It was an overwhelming success due to the
hard work. efficiency, and organization of the many students
involved. Many thanks go to Mr. Veres, Mr. Davidson. and
Mr. Girling for their work. The executive of this endeavour known as the "Big Four" - participated in a North American
Model United Nations. representing Canada, held in Washington D.C. at the end of March (Marlene Grum, Liz Gagnier,
Greg Murray. Wylie Johnson). A delegation of five was sent
to the Model U.N. held at the University of Detroit representing Cuba. We hope the enthusiasm displayed this year
will continue in years to come.

FIRST ROW: Barbara Mlodilianoviski, Cheryl Solomons, Penny Mathews, Sid lndig, Elizabeth Gagnier, Wiley Johnson,
Marlene Grum, Molly Pekar, Kathy Johnston, Joanne Barash, Luann Smith. SECOND ROW: Bonnie Johnson, Sandra Bellak,
Bernice Price, Marlene Slote, Judy Alliet, Evelyn Fantin, Leslie Vivian, Darlene Lalovich, Milka Lyubic, Paulette Smith,
Jane Jensen, Ann Ozdan, Dawn Allaby, Jean Flanigan, Kris Kubicki. THIRD ROW: Mr. Veres. Kim Stemmler, Shelley Lawrenceson, Heather Lawrenceson, Joe Caruso, Matthew Laforet, Tom Trotter, Harold Johnson, Don Quinn, Herman Kupeyan, Gary
Barash. Donna Peltier.
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FRENCH CLUB
FIRST ROW: Yolanda Verbora, Danielle
Savoy, Bertha Gava, Mr. G. Allen,
Elizabeth Gagnier, Chris Kubicki,
Diane Dagleish. SECOND ROW: Kathy
Keelan, Judy Lavallee, Alison Reid,
Melody Richardson, Lanny Kamin, Pat
Milroy, Sherry White, Kathleen Reid.

This year's French club was late in starting due to Mr. Allen's illness. However the turn-out for the first meeting
was good, and the following were elected to the executive: President - Elizabeth Gagnier, Vice-President - Pat
Milroy, Secretary - Alison Reid, Treasurer - Lawrence Hart.
The club has had several interesting guest speakers, and at one meeting coloured slides of France were shown.
After each meeting a discussion period was held where every member had the opportunity of speaking in French.
The French club would like to thank Mr. Allen for his guidance through the year.

ITALIAN CLUB
The Italian club sponsors annual Public Speaking Contests at which several prominent members of the Italian
Departments of the University of Western Ontario and University of Windsor spoke. They addressed the students in
an effort to help them to understand the importance of foreign languages today. Speakers have also shown excellent
travelogues of Europe. President - Flora D'Agnillo, Vice-President - Frank Pranovi, Secretary - Adilia Pizzolitto,
Treasurer - Dominic Aversa, Sponsor Teacher - Mr. G. Allen.

FIRST ROW: Bianca Moresco, Bertha
Gava, Mr. G. Allen, Lina Grando,
Adilia Pizzolitto. SECOND ROW:
Flora D'Agnillo, Elia DiCredico, Joe
Caruso, Domenic Aversa, Marina Sartin.
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JACKIE BROWN PROM QUEEN
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CAMERA CLUB
The president of this year's camera club is Dale Brown. Mr. Durrant is the sponsor teacher.
This club meets twice a month and learns such skills as developing and enlarging photographs.
They practise these skills by taking pictures for the Kencoll, and many school functions.

Camera Qub
FIRST ROW: Bernard Rivest, Cathy Peltier, Yolanda Verbora, Art Steevensz. SECOND ROW: Bruce
Wilson, Richard Drouillard, Sam Henning, Harald Cowie, Dale Brown.

Dave Hill, Tim Gage, Michael Pohanka, Mr. Weir

INTER-SCHOOL CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
The Christian Fellowship group began at Kennedy about thirty-five years ago. The club, though
small this year, has been active. Meetings have been held to discuss such topics as "What does the
Bible say about War" and "The Christian Attitude Towards Money". Considerable time was spent
examining the Book of Revelations, and the Book of Acts was investigated to see why the early
Christians were so :zealous and effective. It is hoped that next year more Kennedy students will join
this informative and challenging group.
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THE RED CROSS CLUB
The Red Cross aub meets every Tuesday afternoon for about twenty minutes. This year the club sent Oiristmas
~ts to a school in Northern Ontario of forty children.
Kennedy has been very generous in supporting the bake sales, that the club has held.
Sometime in April the club will be giving their annual Easter party for the children of the school at the Red
Cross Centre. It is hard to say who enjoys these parties more, the club members or the children!

FIRST ROW: Kathleen Reid, Geordie Smith, Deborah Schulde, Lorie Smith, Donna Peltier. SECOND ROW: Jane Sweetman,
Alison Reid, Jams Haggith, Sharon Bechard, Marilyn Villalta, Michele Prut, Mrs. D. Roberts. THIRD ROW: Jennifer
Skuza, I.aura Napier, Valerie Swiatoschik, Bertha Gava, Marlene Slote.

PREFECTS
BACK ROW: Geordie Smith, Mike Hurst, Allen Warsh, Sandy Snider, Brian Thompson, Evelyn Fantin, Frank Csik, Richard

Warecki, Greg Murray, Kathy Noxen, Marlene Grum, Jill Fairbairn, Wiley Johnson, Sheldon Ind.ig. FRONT ROW: Ul Chiro,
Betty Hundy, Judy Bentley, Sandra WayweU, Shelley Cowan, Mary .BQtek, Barbara Mole, Kathy Dearing, Doris Marks,
Kathleen Reid.
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BRASS SECTION
BACK ROW: Ed Marks, Frank Ewasyshn,
Brett Peifer, Stephen Brown, Bob Novasad.
MIDDLE ROW: Denis Jakob, Erwin Lowas, Jim
Payne, Rick Gorski, David Oliver, Rick
Holtz, Rick Center. FRONT ROW: Janice
Melanby, Betty Tetler, Chris Kennedy,
Mr. Strachan, Laurie Johnson, Alison
Reid.

PERCUSSION, BASS
Fred Dickens, Charles Y eazel, Cheryl
Miller, Gord Thompson, Diane Dagleish,
Wylie Johnson, Trevor Lewis.

SAX AND HORN
BACK ROW: Kevin Gurr, Mike Doyle, George
Utynsky, Howie Kayln, John Scherer.
FRONT ROW: Joanne Hinds, Molly Pekar,
Wendy Mellanby, Ruth Chapman.
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CLARINETS
BACK ROW: Bev Lemmon, Kathy Lepine, Gary Gagnier, Scott Donaldson, Fred James, Neil Kennedy, Dale Brown, Richard
Andrews, Bill Johns, John Tsotsos, Herman Kupeyan, Roger Reynolds, Sherry Milroy, Wendy Hilman. FRONT ROW: Evey
Androu, Susan James, Cheryl Solomons, Karen Keilman, Bertha Gava, Judy Crease, Anne Morris, Jane Sweetman, Debbie
Hutton, Marion Pitters, Cheryl Conrad, Pat Milroy, Margaret Morrison, Beverly Cowper, Cathy Jarvis.

CONCERT BAND
This year we have 75 students in the band. Rehearsals are held every Tuesday and Thursday morning
at 7:45. The band has given several concerts this year. "Festival of Carols" was held in our new
cafetorium at Christmas; students of Malden Public school and William Hands Vocational School enjoyed
their music also. In April the band at Kerutedy and the Patterson Collegiate Band will travel to Niagara Falls for an exchange trip with two bands there. Mr. Strachan and his band deserve much credit
for all of their hard work through the year.

FLUTES
Sue Bradley, Laurie Bellak, Andrea Coumounduros, Lorraine Johnston, Mary Silcox, Judy Lavallee, Wendy Fairbairn,
Jill Fairbairn, Debbie Silverson.

Al TIORA PETO
"I SEEK HIGHER TIIlNGS"
The Altiora Peto group was originally the school's spirit club. Now, however, its main job is to promote and advertise the school's activities. This has kept the members very busy. This year the club is under the direction of Mr. Girling and the club greatly appreciates his assistance. The President is Judy Merritt and the Vice-President is Joan Simon.

FIRST ROW: Judy Merrit, Joan Simon, Mr. Girling, Donn.a Williams, Lenore Thompson.
SECOND ROW: Milke Lyubic, Lind.a Webb, Bonnie Johnson, Marina Sartin, Marilyn
Marchuk, Nancy Long.

CHESS CLUB
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FIRST ROW: Mark Krawetz, Jim Marsh, Clayton Creamer, Ricky Gordner, Andy
Stevenson. SECOND ROW: Mark Augustin, Peter Dubnan, Jack Barei, John Wells,
Fred Johnson.

SENIOR MATH CLUB
FIRST ROW: Debbie Hutton, Linda Webb, Mr. B. White, Barbara Banlcs,
Elizabeth Arnott.
SECOND ROW: Franlc Bradacs, Larry Slavik , Richard Drouillard, Randy Currie,
Dennis Desrosiers, Mike Palanaki, Dave Abraham.

MATH CLUBS
Last fall the Math club travelled to the University of Waterloo to
use their mammoth computer facilities. First the students heard a lecture on programming the computers and how to avoid programming errors
which would destroy the chances of getting the right artswer. Then they
proceeded to type out questions on the computer cards and run them
through the computers. More often than not a bent card would staJl the
computer in the process of printing an answer. But a patient supen-isor
calmJy corrected the problems. Despite these mishaps the trip was a success and all who participated would gladly do it again next year.
Each spring the math club members write a provincial contest. With
the able help of Mr. Nicholas the students write the contests of previous years to gain experience for the contest. The fervent hope of the
math club is to capture the trophy given each year to the Windsor high
school with the three highest scores in the provincial contest. Although
Kennedy has never won the trophy, our prospects for this year are very
good
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STARDUST
This year's Stardust Committee has tried to improve our dances by hiring live bands to entertain. The
big event of our year came when Mitch Ryder drew record crowds to our gym. Mr. Davidson, Jill Fairbairn,
and their committee should be congratulated on their successes.

I
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FIRST ROW: Mr. R. Davidson, Geordie Smith, Pat McDermott, Elizabeth
Gagnier, Cheryl Solomans, Janice Mellanby, Jill Fairbairn, Sandy Waywell,
Helen Penner, Cheryl Sabutsch, Wendy Mellanby, Sandtra Bower, Marlene Reid.
SECOND ROW: Donna Williams, Jane Sweetman, Kathy Dearing, Trevor Lewis,
Frank Ewasyshyn, George Litynsky, Herman Kupeyan, John Tsotsos, Marlene
Grum, Kathleen Reid, Mr. White. THIRD ROW: Anne Morris, Elizabeth Amott,
Nancy Katzman, Leslie Vivian, Cheryl Conrad, Debbie Silverson, Carol
Wilk, Kathy Noxon, Cathy Johns, Mary Ann Wyzinski, Heather Baker, Linda
Webb.
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DRAMA CLUB
The newly established drama club has proved to be quite an asset to Kennedy Collegiate. It consists of actors,
actresses, set designers, and students in charge of make-up and costume designing. This year the club has presented
" Potpourri", a truly enjoyable variety show, and a three act play, ' 'The Skin of Our Teeth".
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FIRST ROW: Bonnie Johnson, Mary Botek, Evelyn Fantin, Marlene Pietnak, Florence Manro, Molly Pekar, Cathy Gould,
Bev. Cowper, Mamy Blackburn, Jane Jansen, Andrea McLister, Alida Biasutti, Lorie Smith. SECOND ROW: Millea Lyubic,
Linda Webb, Debbie Hutton, Alexandra Raphael, Barbara Mlodzianowski, Maureen McMahon, Carol Lacy, Barbara Knechtel,
Carol Kyllonen, Anita Terescuk, Monika Laudenbach, Cheryl Cremer, Susan Lamos, Sharon Taylor, Shelley Kamin, Monica
Rosenthal, Dawn Allaby, Evey Androu, Irene Fecycz, Miss A. Carey. THIRD ROW: Joan Simon, Donna Williams, Ivo Spadotto, Paul Purbrick, Mike Jones, Dennis DesRosiers, Gary Thompson, Andy Cerskus, Nick Nowitski, Ed Marks, Dave
Abraham, Gary Barash, Mike LaPointe, Jim Walsh, Roy Tetler, Jack Thompson.

SENIOR CADET OFFICERS
Dale Brown, Egidio Sovran, Edward Keletgian, Jim Walsh, Colin Stewart, Alan
Halfer, Paul Purbrick, Alan Parnell.

The No. 1670 Kennedy Cl Cadet Corps
The aim of our Corps is to develop in boys the attributes of good citizenship
and leadership, and to promote physical and mental fitness.
In an attempt to better meet the needs of our students, the Corps has altered
its training programme to include a photography section, a modernized police
platoon, and communications classes for cadets interested in improving themselves in voice procedure on the C 42 radios.

Last spring a policy was established by this Corps to allow the two top cadets,
upon graduation, to enrol as instructors of the Corps, so that they might
further train under Major Wearne. The tuition for these boys at a post-secondary
institution is guaranteed by the Corps.
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CADET
INSPECTION

I

Hey, who cut the line!

I
And the winning number is ...

It's way over my head!

Is this where they keep beer?
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CLASS NEWS

FROM THE K. C. I. DETENTION BOOK

Oct. 16,
Oct. 29,
Oct 30,
Dec. 10,

Jan. 19,
Jan. 27,

1931
1931
1931
1931
1932
1932

1932
March 2,
1932
Apiil 5 ,
1932
April 11,
1932
Oct. 26,
1932
Feb. 23.1
1933
April lJ,
1933
Oct. 23,
1933
etc. . •. etc . . . etc....
Feb. 9,

- Waite, Moom
- Ronald Miller
- Ben Leith
- Bob Walsh

- Jack Pearce
- Nick Happy

- Ead Simpson
- Char.les Price
- Bernice LeFebre
- Frank Walton
- David Raeside
- Roy Hoplcins
- Junior McKajg
- Aubry Hannan

- for playing ball in halJ
-

for misp1onouncing French words
for bumping into gids purposely
for shooting paper in class
for smo king behind the school
for putting boys under water tap and

making a gener.al mess
- for consulting notes during history class

- for reading a trashy magazine
- for shining mirror

- for setting off cap in clim
-

for misuse of Forum ticket
for buming incense in desk
for bringing a snake and frog to school
for jumping around keeping waon
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FIRST ROW: L. Benstead, C. Parnes, A. Allan, G. Payne, D. Milburn, Mr. McAllurn , J. Pearce, S. Green, V. Barnett,
L. Zawadski, P. Thompson. SECOND ROW : .M. Ewasyshyn, L. Worrall, T. Clark, D. Gecelovsky, R . Pecherle, D.
Brombal , S. Kamen, R. Tratechaud, R. Center, D. Willert, J. Crease. THIRD ROW: C. MacDonald, J. Aharonian, M.
Peter, A. Stevenson, M. Augustin, Jack Barei, M. Krawetz, L. Boggs, J. Coumoundouros, J. Brown, P. Alston.

The war in Vietnam has had a great effect on the youth of today. This poem expresses some of their feelin~ and opinions.

PETER
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He was a lad of twenty,
A scholar, or so tf\ey say,
When he got his notice,
To support the U.S.A.

So he fought for his country's future
For the freedom of mankind,
And when his service had ended,
His sight he left behind.

They shipped him from his family
To a far and barren land.
With a helmet on his forehead,
And a rifle in his hand.

Now as he sits in darkness,
The scholar, who cannot see,
Remembers the cause of his lightless days,
So ALL men might be free.

They told him to shoot his brother,
"For Peace," the captain said,
To shoot him down like a monster
To leave him dying-or dead.

Yet freedom was eluded,
His efforts were in vain,
And though the war is over,
The scars, they still remain.
- Arlene Allan

9B
FIRST ROW: J. McIntyre, M. Glaude, G. Dagebnan, D. Ulian, Mr. Strachan, L. Robbins, R. ladipaolo, P. Poole,
M. Williams. SECOND ROW: R. Orser, R. Quick, G. Spearing, D. Ferenc, G. Lemmon, G. Ioannidis, R. Krema, J . Hart.

THIRD ROW: G. Langlois, K. Peifer, S. Draper, M. Gray, T. Tofflemire, P. Pubnan, J. Kosnik, R. Giel, K. Gelinas,
V. Norris, J. Jaworski.

NAME

NICKNAME

1978

G. Dagleman
S. Draper
D. Ferenc
K. Gelinas
M. Glaude
R. Giel
M. Gray
J. Hart
R. Iadipaola
G. Ioannidis

Happy Gas
Dr.ape's
Hairy
Genie

Invents a sad potion
Casanova of 1978
Barber, specializes in brush cuts
Goes back to his bottle

Mouse

Gave up clarinet and teaches flute

Lips
Paige
Minnie Mouse
Duh-I-I
Greek

Next leader of Nazi army
Gomer Pyle the 2nd, 3rd,...
Swims the English Channel
Finally figures out the clarinet
Says now he's not Greek

J. Jaworski

Josh

Enters Grand Prix - wins again

J. Kosnik
R. Krema
G. Langlois
G. Lemmon
J. McIntyre
V. Norris
R. Orser
L. Peifer
P.Pubnan
L. Robbins
G. Spearing

Big Kos
Silkies
Greaser
Beast of Burden
Max

International Playboy
Wears cotton gym shorts at last
Turns frat
Monster of all living creatures
The world's greatest flirt
Gives his brain to science
Star of Green Giant commercials
Gets beat up by Mr. Davidson
Still trying to spell in Fr.
Marriage Counsellor
Takes over Herb Alpert (tuba)

T. Toffelmire
M. Williams
Mr. Strachan

Theadore
Binder Lover
So-fa Scale
Flunky
Legs
Herbi Baby

Tiny Tom
Blonde Bomber
Two-Timer

Takes over for Tiny Tim
First lady Prime Minister
Divorces wife for his trumpet
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9(
FIRST ROW: F . Mantha, K. Rostek, S. Lawrenson, P. Wright, L. Timms, Mrs. Taylor, S. Engelbaum, K. Stemmler, L.
Brown, S. Hurst. SECOND ROW: G. Bookman, H. Johnson, S. Gibbons, J. Seguin, L. Mann, V. Jacks, D. Lambert, K.
Hogan. THmD ROW: M. Sommerville, P. Duperron, J. Naklie, G. Szilva, M. Thompson, S. Pohanka, R. Waywell, T.
Essery, J. Iannicello.

Vicki}.
Joey I.
Helen J.
Debbie L.
Shelley L.
LeahM.

always paying attention
letting his mean streak show
sleeping in geography class
gobman
Mr. Allan's pet
cross-eyed
being good in Math
breaking science equipment
looking for her purse
one of Toby's friends
wearing mini-skirts
French whiz
all fat
jolly green giant

Fran M.

doing little thin~ she doesn't want to

JimN.
Scott P.
BobW.
Kathy R.
JanS.

lover's soft voice
a good little boy
sick
little elf
chewing her finger in Math
Toby's very best friend
being a brain
turning greaser on Friday nights
crumpets
pebbles
a fabulous teacher

Frank B.

Gary B.
Lyla B.
Pierre D.
Sally I.
TenyE.
Cheryl H.

KenR

Mike S.
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George S.
Mike T.
Linda T.
PatW.
Mrs. Taylor

9D
FIRST ROW: E. Bondy, J. DiMaio, M. Vacratsis, M. Boggs, D. Puskas, Mrs. Boyd, C. Peltier, M. Viecili, K. Ramsay,
R. Warsh, L. Kramberger. SECOND ROW: A. Streichert, B. Rivest, I. Bartnik, P. Little, S. Halushinski, J. Conrad,
F. DeSantis, D. Cohn, M. Ceresato, J . Ursell, L. Vivian. THIRD ROW: R. Craig, T. Pearce, F . Pizzuti, B. Hatnean,
G. Ludshuweit, R. Dima, D. Morris, G. Ashford, K. Zukiwshi.

9E
FIRST ROW: L. Dessario, C. Kyllonen, L. Dessario, A. Greco, A. Pidutti, M~ Cunningham, S. Taylor, M. Bezaire,
G. Breckner, S. Dennison, D. Matte. SECOND ROW: M. Bennett, J. Thompson, D. Kowalski, T. Lazar, S. Lamos, R .
Kelly, C. Balog, N. Kostelnik, A. Smedley, N. Tanaschuk. THIRD ROW: D. Tilson, B. Bobbie, B. Santarossa, M.
Kochoian, D. Savage, K. Morrison, J. Archer, P. Lalovitch, C. Kennedy.
CAN YOU IMAGINE???
Archer
Balog
Bennett

Bezaire
Bobbie
Breckner
Dennison
Dessario
Greco
Kennedy
Kelly
Kochoiand
Kowalski
Kostelnik

Savage
Kyllonen
Lalovich
Lamos
Lazar
Matte
Moresco
Morrison
Pidutti
Santarossa

Tanaschuk
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Taylor
Thompson
Tilson
Smedley

answering the right question
speaking up in class
not drooling over grade 10 boys
without any sisters
with blazing red hair
as the great boylover of 1968
as Lady Godiva 11 .
as a French perfectionist
not an Italian
with ten girlfriends
staying awake in English
attended cross country practice
a non-boy lover
a sex fiend
as a cuddly teddy bear
didn't fall in love
without having the last word
was over weight
hated girls
forgetting good excuses
as a boy chaser
did his French homework
became a ballet dancer
was a class brown
on the Canadian Olympic team
didn't miss a day of school
became mayor of Puce
best athlete in Kennedy
without any freckles

9F
FIRST ROW: D. Storey, M. J . Ruddy, D. Chakmak, D. Szabo, L. Palmer, Mr. Calver, M. Vilolta, T. Bye, J . Rutherford, J. Morse. SECOND ROW: D. Schulde, M. MacMahon, K. Briese, A. Waltman, M. Hackett, D. Ford, M.A. Kummer,
C. Reive, K. Toye. THIRD ROW: H. Brown, N. Lauzon, J . Johnson, B. Cowie, D. Roth, F . Johnston, D. Kasprick, G.
Lup, M. Schertzer, J . Pomponio, K . Hobbs.
You know Santa, I spent more time in
the penalty box than in the bleachers.

Santa and Company?
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9G
FIRST ROW: J. Szczechura, B. Hurst, L. Ponic, S. Atherton, B. Parnes, Mrs. Aitchison, S. l.ewshun, D. Muir, B.
Schaeffer, R. McDonald. SECOND ROW: R. Mantha, D. Hazell, F. Miskewic:z, M. Pressaco, A. Winter, R. Jackson, L.
Grant. THIRD ROW: M. Wright, G. Walker, M. Ade, R. Berdan, J. Holt, P. Goodwin, D. Hendel, D. Jahn, V. Kennedy.

GOALS IN LIFE
Grantw.
Sally A.
Jerry B.
Peter G.
Debie M.
Judy J.
RomeoJ.
RayM.
Rosemary M.

Michelle W.
Mike A.
Cheryl L
FrankM.
Denis H.
Jim H.
LeeG.
Vickie K.
Dieter Y.
Randy B.

Al.

Darell H.
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LyndaP.
Becky H.
Barb B.
Maurice P.

- wants to be a zoo keeper, working out with the monkeys
- will become what she loves the most. A boy watcher.
- will be a nose surgeon
- will become without a worry, another watcher.
- will become a Bunny at the Playboy Club.
- wants to be able to take care of Mr. Hyland in his old age.
- will be a car designer for the small men of the country.
- will be the new Prime Minister of Canada, using Trudeau style.
- the new opposition or a traitor to the R.M. way of gov't.
- will take the place of Bozo the Oown.
- wishes to be a booze tester at Hiram Walkers.
- will be a housewife for a man from Lowe.
- will be a French teacher, teaching the students is a way of speaking.

- ?????r!

- wishes to kill the Green Giant so he can take over.
- doesn't ha\'e a clue.
- wants to help people with a serious complex.
- will be an expert on everything.
- will be a toothpick manufacturer modeled after himself.
- the new Boy Wonder in Batman.
- will be a business man living with his mother.
- no comment.
- mayor of Remington Park.
- marriage counsellor giving advice to newly weds.
- to be a pizza maker.

9H
FIRST ROW: D. Bondy, S. Kelly, C. Rodie, E. Brousseau, Mr. Pistor, D. Kelk, R. Johnson, B. Rivest, L. Paterson.
SECOND ROW: R. Moros, G. Gilliam, A. Sisca, I. Tramontin, D. Stollar, P. Sellan, J. Cherry, R. Pratt. THIRD
ROW: R . Gee, R. lndig, J. Pest, J. Weingartner, R . Klepacki, R . Oarot, D. Houde, H. KJamut, J. Marsh.
God Save the Queen! On the down beat!

Massey cheering section!

The Great World-Wide Cover-up.

91
FIRST ROW: D. Savoie, J. Kingston~ B. Lemay, Y. Verbora, Miss Binder, A. Scott, D. Crowley, T. Gumprich, D.
Woolson. SECOND ROW: D. Ausman, S. Pickup, L. Knight, E. Reid, M. Ljubicic, C. Sisson, C. Jewell, E. Brauss,
M.E. Clifford. THIRD ROW: R. Northcut, J. Mierkalns, J. Houde, G. Barash, K. Lauzon, W. Carpenter, B. Perissinotti, R. Rysak.

Stratford Trip
In September, three chartered buses took 117 Kennedy students
to Stratford to see "Romeo and Juliet". Students were given the opportunity of shopping in downtown Stratford before the performance. Many
had lunch at the "Black Swan", a coffee shop where they were entertained by folk singers and dined on "green things"!
After the performance one of the actors answered any questions that
the audience might have had.
The trip home brought out unknown talents in singing, and the fa.

vourite football cheers had a real work-out. Each and every student had
a thoroughly enjoyable time.

10A
FIRST ROW: B. Johnson, C. Jarvis, B. Szabo, S. Bradley, Mrs. Roberts, A. Coumoundouros, S. Perks, E. Andreou,
E. Silcox. SECOND ROW: R. Hotz, D. Jakab, L. Bellak, S. Donaldson, N. Munro, R. Gorski, L. Shepley, J. Scherer,
S. Williams, G. Gagnier, G. La Pointe. THIRD ROW: S. Asick, E. Lowas, N. Kennedy, C. Yeazel, D. Bauer, K. Kilsch,
B. Thompson, B. Huska, K. Gurr.
FAVOURITE PASTIMES
John S.
Kevin
Scott D.
Erwin L.
Ricky H.

-

listening to Lynda S. in History, Geography, Math ...
g;etting a thrill out of a certain person's baritone.
playing it sexy.
a ho ho hoin ana a hah hah hahin.
trying to get his school work done so he can find ample time to live it up ... and READ.
fmding out if blondes really do have more fun.
keeping his cool in a groovin' way.
reproducing freckles.
keeping a clear conscience.
speeding the whole works up! cool man!
trying to be serious about school and not succeeding.

Kurt K.

-

Steve A.
Denis
Rick K.
Brian H.
Gary L.

-

Gary G.

- moving in on a certain love

Andrea C.
Laura B.
Susan B.
Susan W.
Evy A.
Bonnie J.
Elizabeth S.
Beth
Nanci M.
Suzanna
Doug B.
Charlie Y.

-

z.

Neil K.

blah, blah ... blah.
watching for that man. T ... 0 ... M.
putting on her eye make-up and pink lipstick
at Paper Things.
acting as a Greek Goddess.
trying to please her father.
giving Mr. Abey the eye through the "specs."
portraying "leader of the pack."
being there ... like up North Man.
to keep smiling.
breathing with lungs instead of stomach.
nodding and smiling as if he's in pain.
gJoovin' along with Mr. Strachan.
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FIRST ROW: I. Fecycz, E. Lukacs, B. Mlodzianowski, J. Jensen, M. Field, E. Pastorious, L. Cheswick, A. Lazor,
A. Biasutti, V. Swiatoschik, L. Richards. SECOND ROW: D. Allaby, A. Raphael, J. Smith, P. De Napoli, B. Palanaki, S. Matayas, B. Biddle, K. Dalrymple, M. Waffle, B. Webb, L. Lenardon. THIRD ROW: J. Jackson, M. McKnight,
J. Matuscin, R. Gibbons, M. Malian, S. Mcfarlane, A. Beri, D. Newman, G. Napier.

"IN THE FUTURE"
Dawn A.
Doug A.
Alan B.
Alida B.
Bob B.
Lynn C.
Kelly D.
Pete D.
Irene F.
Marcie F.
Randy G.
John J.
Jane J.
Anita L.
Lucy L.
Liz L.

-

still writing Eng. compositions
world's first strawberry vet.
hippy psychiatrist
go-go girl.
managing a nut house.
olympic swimmer
king of the pigmies.
pizza expert.
PhD in Arguing.
hair down to her ankles.
owning chains of beauty salons.
writing for Mad Magazine.
doughnut factory.
specialist in broken legs.
missionary to the Congo.
teaching Math in the nursery.

Mike M.
Steve M.
Jerry M.
Steve M.
MarkM.
Bobbie M.
GuyN.
DaveN.
Brian P.
Ellen P.
AlexR.
Leslee R.
Jamie S.
Val S.
Mike W.
BarbW.

-

football star.
chess master.
midget.
milking cows.
figuring the square of a cube.
marriage counsellor.
head of the French Department.
writer for Playboy.
owning his own meat market.
Hollywood director.
professional seducer.
gym instructor at Tech.
Bobby Hull the Second.
making noodles.
cheerleader.
a lover?

10(
FIRST ROW: P. Macneil, H. Wolf, M. Prut, L. Pawlik, C. Amott, P. Clayton, I. Grum, S. Skuza, S. Hagman, J.
Stewart, B. Merritt, R. Lyons. SECOND ROW : R . Gordner, S. Henning, H. Cowie, M. Clarke, G. Cornfoot, M. Mossman, R. Swirgon, J. Scheremeca, J . Englert, S. Lacy. THIRD ROW: L. Smith, S. Kwiatkowski, E . Schincariol, E.
Zieba, W. Schmidt, P. Morgan, G. Klimowiez, G. Kakolj, T. Pearce, R. Feldman.

LAUGH OUT
wly the curtains part and MC. Terry P. appears in his $2,500 silver sequinded tuxedo.
he raises his hands to quiet the wild applause of the audience and to introduce the first
big act. Mirmesota Mossman and his side-kick Laredo Lyonn gallop onto the stage on their
gallant steeds to perform their rodeo act straight from the Wild West. Laredo swings her
trusty lasso and Minnesota proudly displays his cowboy boots and belt. Lori S. and Morris
C. world renowned stars of "Romeo and Juliet" present the balcony scene of this epic
film followed by Sam Herming and his Happy Flappers - Shelly H., Ed. Z., Ann R ., Wolfgang
S., Bonnie M., and Greg C. doing their version of "Charleston" . Janet S. will now
speak to us on "Wing-a-ding" hairspray. " AU you women in the audience, if you want
your hair to be soft and manageable like mine for your men, use "Wing-a-ding" . Jerry K.
appears in a walk-on performance in his first television appearance after being unanimously chosen " Football Player of the Year." Next the Lemona Singers (number one singing
group from Poland) - Pat C. (tenor), Richard S. (soprano), and Jessica S. (bass), accompanied by Irene G. on the drums, John E. playing his nose and George K. playing his comb
will sing "Mary Had a Little Lamb." Following the commercial given by Paul M. on
Zifflee Contact Lenses we will present Pat M., Nobel prize winning scientist showing to
the world for the fmt time his latest discovery "adven-ti-ti-ous roots. "After Miss
McNeil we have the Munchkina - Heidi W., Steve L., Ricky G., Harold C., Sophie K., and
John S. from the "The Wizard of Oz" performing the classic Munch kin Dance. Finally we
present the beautiful and sexy (?) Can-Can Girls straight from the Puce Review - Cathy
A., Lily P., Rona T., Michelle P., and Elaires S ..
Thank you, and tune in again next week (if you can stand it).
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10D
FIRST ROW: M. Schryer, C. Dowell, S. Greco, K. Asick, S. Balog, M. Grossman, E. Benott, C. Corrado, A. Bezaire,
S. Golinker. SECOND ROW: Mrs. Landale, C. Lemire, D. O'Roure, C. Creamer, E. Adamic, D. Ouelette, C. Creamer,
P. Quick, E. Wlusek, M. Bachysnyky, Mr. Girard. THIRD ROW: G. Barnik, D. Kamp, J. Atras, T. Hoggarth, E. Lenarduzzi, I. Benic, D. Berger, P. Cyrenne, L. Perissinotti, E. Stropple.

Ifl Can't be Leader, I'm not playing!

What me worry?

lOE
FIRST ROW: S. Lemay, S. Buller, C. Mascarin, A. Loncar, Mrs. Daniluk, K. Ludwig, H. Masters, S. Pegler, T.
Rousell, V. Xazekas. SECOND ROW: G. Anderson, D. Stollar, J. Leblanc, D. Graham, V. Callery, J. Johnston, D.
Lenarduzzi, N. Bower. THIRD ROW: K. Walsh, T. Bevington, B. Rock, R. Green, M. Keams, K. Peifer, J. Rover, A.
Chauvin. ABSENT: E. Gillis.
FAVOURITE PASTIMES
B. Beck
G. Anderson
N. Bower

E. Gillis
V. Fazekar
C. Mascarin
T. Rousell
D. Stollar
D. Lenarduzzi
A. Chavin
S. Santin
S. Lemay
H. Masters
K. Ludwig
A. Loncar
K. Walsh
S. Peglar
D. Graham
V. Callery

-

-

being the class sex symbol.
climbing out of the bottle.
playing hide and seek with the barber.
setting fire to his neighbour's house.
putting out fires.
going out with girls.
going out with girls.
turning typing into a conference room.
wishing he was a smart as Eddie L.
getting hit by flying stools.
hiding Kurt from the cops.
running away from home everyday.
gawking at Karen and Kevin.
gawking at Peifer.
meeting her friends at the Intersection.
living down Jim's reputation.
making eyes at all male teachers.
filling in his Italian wardrobe.
praying for peace.

NICKNAMES
S. Buller
R. Green
K. Peifer
J. Rovere

- B.B. (Big Buller).

- Mr. Super Unique.
- Mr. Battegello II.
- Iii' Old Winemaker.

T. Bevington
J. Johnston
M. Kearns

- Mr. Everything.
- All City Swimmer.

- Mr. Super Frat.
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lOF
FIRST ROW: M. Marchuk, C. Mikelskas, K. Johnston, K. Zawyrucha, J. Hynes, G. Kalas, Miss Varga, S. Strong, S.
Steevensz, G. Gervais, L. Poupart, R. Webster, K. Kubicki. SECOND ROW: M. Nowitski, C. Ryall, C. Zawyrucha, P.
Ferenc, C. Gould, L. V-IVian, L. Bremner, L. Csoma, M. PetrimouJ, G. Spinazze, M. Sartin, D. Miller, D. Fields.
THIRD ROW: J. Thomson, M. Hewines, W. Burgess, D. Hart, D. Ford, E. Marks, D. Nantais, R. Malewicz, R. Savas,
J. Whiteside, D. Smith.

10- F + L.S.D. =?

L. Vivian
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D. Fields
J. Thomson

- started a revolution.
- became the Heckel side of Jeckel.
- climbin' Jack Flash.

C. Zawyrucha
G. Gervais
D. Ford

E. Csoma
L. Bremner
D. Nantais
c. Gould
M. Sartin
R. Savas
C. Mikelskas
L Poupart
J. Whiteside
J. Hynes
M. Nowitski
E. Marks
G. Kalas
G. Spinazze
W. Burgess
K. Johnston

-

P. Ferenc
S. Strong
R. Malewicx
L. Zawyrucha
S. Steevensz
D. Hart

no results, forgot glasses.
eloped with super-chicken.
invaded the chicken coop.
sang "Mama loves shortening."
she swam, & swam, all over the dam.
did it again, and again ...
drowned in caramel sauce
fell in love with an English Bobbie.
stubbed his nose on a stamen.
dyed her hair red.
just took the sugar cube.
tip-toed thru' the tulips with Georgia.
broke Tiny 's ukulele.
she marched for pucker power.
flew south for mating season.
started giving 1-word answers

R . Webster
M. Petrimoulx
D. Smith
C. Ryall
K. Kubicki
M. Marchuk
M. Hewines

D. Miller

- hit the White House.
- joined the 7 Dwarfs.
- installed a screen door
in yellow submarine.
- found the whiter shade of pale.
- joined the Green Bay Packers.
- became Oscar Meyer.
- took a black sheep on the hay ride.
- she squeezed the charmin.
- put his voice in a box, &
mailed it to himself.
- became D. McLain's pin-up girl.
- revolved on a Kosher pickle.
- walked into a wall.
- dissected a toothpick.
- became mother of 10-F.
- "Is it in colour?"
- became king of the
bunky bug parade.
- never made it.
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1ST ROW: D. Springer, A. Eves, L. Zongaro, S. Fedich, C. Gagnon, Mr. Nabben, J. Foreman, S. Koss, C.
Belanger, B. Hardcastle, A. Silvaggi, L. Colautti. 2ND ROW: N. Mayerhofer, D. Carson, V. Williamson, S.
Bechard, N. Carlson, M. Mandics, L. Kuchmistn, J. Haggith, T. Lancsa, iP. Beswick, Carol Baker, J. Robinson,
J. MacGregor. 3RD ROW: R. Rohats, C. Rumiel, R. Scriver, J. Carter, B.. Barlow, D. Blackboum, T. Ecclestone,
R. Miller, R. Craig, R. Tremblay.

OIACI A Mi!& ZAH llHT
TMiMi)MUOMMA JA)ITIJOCI
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11A
1ST ROW: B. Golinker, J. Hinm, R. Chapman, B. Lemmon, W. Fairbairn, K. Lepine, S. Jam~. J. Lavallee, M.
Pekar, L. Johnston, K. Keilman. 2ND ROW: S. Asa, E. Tetler, B. Gava, A. Reid, L. Hart, K. Winter, H.
Kupeyan, R. Reynolds, D. Hutton, M. Morrison, J . Crease, S. Milroy. 3RD ROW: B. Cowper, H. Kalyn, S. Brown,
T. Lewis, F. Dickens, R. Forget, S. Indig, M. Doyle, M. Richardson.

118
1ST ROW: S. Bonneau, M. Rosenthal, P. Smith, J. Simon, Mr. Veres, M. Slote, A. Fossati, S. Kamin, S.
Schooley, J. Sproat. 2ND ROW: D. Lalovich, J. Dunseith, C. Miles, C. Oventhal, M. Laforet, D. Silvesti,
M. Bradacs, G. WiUiams, B. Niefer. 3RD ROW: B. McCallum, H. Johnson, L. Sandre, I. Nemet, M. Pahanka, H.
Jakubovic, J. Archer, A. Sartor, A. Barbesin, K. K.ramberger, J. Flannigan.

THE PUZZLING CLASS

Across
1. Girl who believed in a long Xmas holiday
2. The boy whose secret identity is "Stretch"
3. The boy who's best known as Bruno
4. This wonder-lad has a highly infectious disease - Strontium 90
6. Girl crowned "Miss Gullible 1969"
8. No kidding, this guy was actually seen
doing homework.
10. The A.J. Foyt of driver's education.
11. Boy whose voice is a mixture of
Augie Doggie, Doggie Daddy, and
a dash of disposal unit.
12. The girl who refused to be in the class news.

Down
1. S - the boy who thinks he's a tiger
2. The boy with great new act. Tum him sideways and he disappears.

3. "The sun did it." is this girl's plea.
4. 11-B's lover - need I say more
S. This boy - well known member of Canadian Club.
7. Charles Atlas' school boy disguise.
9. Girl who sells chocolate bars to support her class.
13. Snow, sleet ... can't keep the males from
rushing to th~ girl.
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11(
1ST ROW: C. Green, N. Demonte, M. Szilva, H. Lukacs, S. Colossi, Mr. Davidson, L. Baldassare. L. Ferrera,
M. Cameron, D. Peltier, C. Dickson. 2ND ROW: B. Hundey, J. Chiro, M. Lewis, M. Skiba, E. Sivilotti, C.
Rissit, S. Mayville, L. Napier, M. McHahon, J. Renaud, K. Schertzer. 3RD ROW: N. Jackson, M. Strathman,
R. Slack, C. Millis, B. Wiley, P. Nanalany, C. Garland, T. Hogan, S. Gervais, K. Keelan, F. Kant. Absent:
L. O'Showy, R. Hall.

11-C GOES TO THE OLYMPICS
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Upon arriving at Mexico for the exciting Olympic games, our roving reporter, Colin Millis chanced to
come upon the weirdest events ever held. Dr. Mike "leary" Strathman swears Colin was on a trip at the
time. When Colin arrived he found Tom Hogan, Mary-Ann Cameron and Loretta Ferrara engaged in a talkathon.
They'd been going strongly for two days with no signs of any dropping out. According to our friend from
Hotel Dieu, Fran Kant, a dose of hospital food should get their throats back into shape. As Chris
Garland and Maria Szilva were trying to beat each other to the drawing, Helen Lukacs was becoming completely confused as she ran about Mexico City trying to find "Tricky Dicky Nixon" . Meanwhile Cathy
Green, Bill Wiley, and Marilyn Lewis were debating with Jackie Renaud, Colleen Dickson, and Karen Scheitzer on the pros and cons of teenage drinking, the first debating team was naturally pro(fessional),
Nancy Jackson and Louise Baldassare had a breath taking motorcycle race, Louise driving her Honda 50 and
Nancy on her Triumph. Louise seemed to have some trouble with flat rear tires in the beginning but a
strong enough one was finally found. The "Rea" -sing team consisted of Nadia DeMonte who, by the
Wayne, picked up a gold medal for her spectacular diaper-changing. Ron Slack, Paul Nawalany, Sandy
Gervai<i and Randy Hall made up the husding team with Betty Hundy, Kathy Keelan, Silvana Colossi and
Susan Mayville being hustled. Oh yes, also in that category, comes Donna Peltier, who received a bronze
for barber-kissing. Laura Napier, Emily Sivilotti and Clara Rossit got a gold medal for 11-C as they
gossiped for two weeks straight and, of course, our fabulous teams were cheered on by Jo-Ann Chiro who
was being closely followed by Mary-Margaret McMahon. LATE NEWS FLASH!!! Polish power advocate, Mary
Skiba, was arrested for disturbing the peace after a "misunderstanding" with the Mexican Government.

IID
1ST ROW: M. Laudenbach, L. Haggith, B. Price, D. Sampson, N . Kawa, Mr. White, A. Ozdan, K. Oliver, M.
Pietrzak, F. Mauro. 2ND ROW: D. Hill, D. Laforet, J. Bemholtz, D. Neville, W. Thomas, I. Spadatto, K.
Bradford, P. Ramey, J. Ulian. 3RD ROW: B. Brophey, D. Buller, L. Rovere, M. Ostopovich, W. Petryshyn,
R. Swizawski, G. Mosey, T. Gage, V. Wolanski.
K.C.I. PENITENTIARY - Report No. 0069, Ward 11-D
From the files of the K.C.I. penitentiary comes this shocking but true story of 27 people now living
under maximum security because they are "The Uncontrollables". Even behind the imprisoning doors they
strike terror and laughter in everyone's hearts. Mark Ostopovich now spends his days in the VP's office
for his popularity conviction. Don Neville, sentenced to life for his "Fritz" assassination attempt.
Marlene Pietrzak reads her crystal ball to pass the time. Florence Mauro, jailed for running a bootlegging joint for fun and profit. In the psycho ward we have Nina Kawa sentenced to maximum security in
order to save the nerves of Mr. Fisher. John Ulian, the notorious "Math Kid", Brad Brophy confined for
forecasting, directing, and producing the Punic Wars. Dave Buller, alias "Echblak", who did "it" and
was convicted for "it". The unscrupulous and mean men include Debbie Sampson, the muscle-bound hockey
player; Ann Ozdan, the sou them-accented crook with the heavy handbag, Dave HiU and Lynne Haggith,
who continually sharpen their destructive weapons of silence. Tim Gage, the linguist, spent three years
talking to himself. Monika Laudenbach,jailed for breach of curfew on seven different occasions. Explosive expert, Wayne Petryshyn, could shatter one's nerves with one cracking of his delicate knuckles; Rick
Szizawski, our football star, who was imprisoned for making bird calls; Greg Mosey, the biological
genius, who stated that if "a frog croaked" then "ii est mort" and Karen Oliver, who was rushed to
the hospital when her mouth closed. Lorenzo Rovere, one of the hard core geniuses, sentenced to 2 years
without electricity when caught flying his kite in Memorial Park. Paul Ramey, provided the music and
the exits; Ivo Spadotto, the crooked criminal lawyer, who'd face any jury living or dead; Victor Wolanski,
the Polish-Indian, jailed for indecent exposure - still serving their time.
Financially speaking, we have Becky the Bookie (Jeff B.), who juggles figures better than Mr. Pistor
juggles globes. Jay Bemholtz (alias Kosha), jailed for dressing indecently in Miss Cary's class. Ken
Bradford, prosecuted for selling school lockers. Dave Laforet (alias Babba the Bear) slapped in the
pokey for robbing the innocent one who pulled the laughter trigger of Ostopovich's pranks.
This, my friends, is the story of 27 s~called "angels".
The names were not changed to protect the innocent.
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11E
1ST ROW: M. Schlosser, 0. Gluzman, S. Fecycz, K. Parr, Mrs. Neilson, H. Mantha, D. Pisciotto, A. Verity,
A. Murray, J. Neilson. 2ND ROW: K. Marentette, G. Opincariu, J. Ratushny, S. Grando, P. Koczkur, D.
Hagman, A. Barisas, J. Warnock, K. Curtis, A. Lazor. 3RD ROW: M. Norris, D. White, A. Litynsky, B.
Wilson, D. Moody, B. Belanger, P. Goslin, B. Rondeau, R. Ottenbreit.
The Cornmancheros
The Tijuana Brass has taken up residence in Kennedy's music room. This is what you would think if you
have believed you heard their music drifting down the halls after school. The Commancheros, Kennedy's
Tijuana Brass band, has succeeded in imitating this group right down to the bushy black mustaches! Steve
Brown, Bob Novasad, and Jim Payne belt out their favourite melodies on trumpet, accompanied by Neil
Kennedy on the sax, Ricky Hotz on the trombone, George Litinsky on the piano, John Tsotsos on the guitar,
Hennan Kupeyan on the bass and Charles Yeazel on the drums. Paul Ramey provides the rhythm on the tambourine and the castanets. This group has been well received both in Kennedy and on the outside, having
perfonned at many affairs in Windsor. Mr. Strachan has been on hand to advise the boys when necessary.
The Commancheros is a group Kennedy Collegiate can be proud of.

11F
1ST ROW: B. Chittero, E. Fields, D. Franche, Mrs. McWha, S. Mulligan, J . Snow, S. Bellak, M. Savoie.
2ND ROW: J. Barash , J. Alliet, S. Twiname, J . Baz, C. Bezaire, S. Soulliere, M. Ross. 3RD ROW: R. Childs,
J . Caruso , H. Nicol, J. Sweetman, P. Kurzeja, T. Carroll, W. Whilhelmer, B. Marshall.

11-F's Violations of the Divine K.C.I.
During the year each student of 11-F has committed at least one crime against the school staff.
Mrs. McWha - gentle, faithful warden
J . Alliet - lost without Mike
J. Barash - teenage love (Bruce)
J. Baz - guilty until proven innocent
S. Bellah - loitering with the hippies at the
Intersection
T. Carroll - sept d 'un coup (7 with l blow)
R. Childs - stole all the girls from Mr. Veres
B. Chittero - crazy about Massey boys
E. Fields ...: took French with Mr. L.
D. Franche - dating her cousin, Dennis
P. Kurzeja - made a guest appearance on the
fonner Robin Seymour show
B. Marshall - suddenly a woman (Merrie)
S. Mulligan - skipping school with Jim

M. Koss - apprehended while under the influence
of tough pills
M. Sowore - NO! I don't know, nobody ever told
me
J. Snow - hottest babe in the class
S. Soullure - I, a lover
J. Sweetman - too many puritanical views
S. Twiname - flirting with Mr. Bradley
W. Wilhelmer - charged with mugging Mrs. Irwin
after she confiscated his wireless
C. Bezaire - became Mrs. Carol Carroll
J. Caruso - became leader of Windsor's branch
of the Italian Mafia.
H. Nfool - A.W.O.L. (absent without leave)
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116
1ST ROW: R. Farrugia, R. King, L. Best, Mr. Wolf, L. Jarvis, C. Rivait, J. Peters. 2ND ROW: R. Ulian, N.
Hoag, L. Madock, J. Drugan, N. Martinello. 3RD ROW: B. Holland, R. Arnold, A. Kamp, H. Wyzinski, B.
Drouillard, J. Beaudin.

B. Arnold - discovered the 8th wonder of the
world.
J. Beaudin - finds truth about crying
B. Drouillard - answered a question
L. Best - finally missed a day at school
J. Drugan - found a new recipe for a pizza
R. Farrugia - declared an ltallan citizen
N. Hoag - fell down and broke her mouth
W. Holland - fastest man in the world
C. Miller - won the school award for attendance
J. Peters - life long member at AAA
C. Rivait - voted Miss Student Body
J. Silverstein - won Canadian Shut
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L. Jarvis - gold medal winner for swimming
A. Kamp - woke up and went back to sleep
R. King - Honorary member of Can-Usa parking lot
P. Lafleur - finally hit poor Mr. Nabben
S. Leavoy - eloped with Mr. Weame
N. Martinello - won the goodie-to shoes award and
was proud to accept it
L. Matlock - part owner of Grandie
E. Neilson - still sitting in the Derby
R. Ulian - won a look-alike contest with Don
Knotts
H. Wyzinski - He's on the road again

11 H
1ST ROW: A. Kroc, S. Pinkowski, J . Chaplin, Miss Brown, M. Blackboum, A. Tereschuk, Z. Marcocchio, S.
Zannese, J. Drouillard. 2ND ROW: M. Napier, S. Hutchings, D. Kutowy, E. Coutinho, R. Little, G. Monkman,
L. Fairhurst, K. Lauzon, P. Gillis. 3RD ROW: D. Ramsay, M. Hobnes, K. Radford, R. Cook, D. Ulian, L.
DeLuca, H. Hofsteteris.

MADSQUAD
As the curtain rises, then falls, then rises again (Rick tittle's our curtain
man), we see H. Hofsteteris (our hero) ruthlessly questioning D. Ulian and K.
Radford (the villains). Just then, Keith's accomplice, Judy, rushes in with Sue.
Our hero was stunned by their beauty (or was it the blow that our old con man,
Don Ramsey, gave him with his 45?). Anyway, just as this forceful foursome is
about to exit, who should enter but Arlene and Leslie. Although they were just
bringing Hank some hot chicken soup, (and that's no chicken joke), they saw
their chance for a good fight and took all four on at once! Just then, Pam Gillis,
Gail, Mamy, and Doreen, four of the types on the police squad make their grand
entrance, accompanied by the entire Puce Fire Department (that means Mike, Anita
and Pam Slack), the local Prison authority, Randy Cook, and four representatives
from the committee for better office parties, Zitta, Sandy, Marion and Joan.
Suddenly, a blue and gold pickup truck with Evaristo at the wheel drove up and
Leo jumped out with pizz~ for everyone. Sharon arrived and announced that she
would take the prisoners across the border to safety via her private plane. This
made the party complete, but one person was missing. Kathy Lauzon was spending
the weekend in Fenelon Falls and missed all the excitement.
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12A
1ST ROW: D. Dalgleish, H. Penner, J. Mellanby, B. Moresco, C. Lacy, Mr. Brown, K. Cupryniak, E. Royal, J.
Stroud, J. Goertz, B. Campbell. 2ND ROW: C. Miller, A. Morris, L. Webb, C. Kennedy, M. Silcox, M. Pitters,
C. Conrad, E. Arnott, P. Bellaire, S. Daws, P. Wachna. 3RD ROW: B. Caspick, D. Aversa, J. Payne, G. Liynsky,
D. Brown, F. Ewasyshyn, W. Johns, R. Novosad, F. James, J. Tsotsas, M. Quinlan.

I hate to tell you this Miss Brown

Hand Check

But ...... .
We hate uncouth History Teachers
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Dumb, Dumb, Dumb

12B
1ST ROW: S. Novae, D. Zuki~ki, M. McMahon, L. MacCorebrey, M. Oark, Mr. Abey, G. ~ t t. S. Disper,
B. Kuechtel, M. Furer. 2ND ROW: S. Lopatin, F . Monrone, D. Horen, C. Wilke, M. Bukowicki, P. Purbric k, F.
Lyons. 3RD ROW: J. Ri~. B. Waffle, T. Kramberger, J. Nickles, D. Bobbie, N. Lager, R. Tetler, T. Trotter,
R. Hadash, D. Danelon.

LIVING THE LIFE OF 12-B

That we're headed for our doom.

Now we visit Miss Carey,
Who's just "fine, well, and good".
She could be the Good Fairy
But she doesn't sit like she should.

Next we see the Math whiz
In the room across the hall

Ah, it's time for lunch
And those hamburg,i that go CRUNCH.

We start off every morning
In Mr. Abey's room

Where there are always threats and warnings

Yes, dear old Mr. Christie
" Just work ahead, that's all."

It's up three floors to Oiem~try

At twenty-five past ten
We all charge out for French

And experiment disasters
"Hey Mr. Wolf, what happens
If I heat th~ any faster?"

It's Monsieur L. and Coun Moyen
By now we're a lively bunch.

Now, if you're getting tired
Latin cliw is the place to be;
Miss Hope says to enjoy life
But with th~ schedule, how can we?
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12(
1ST ROW: S. Archer, B. Bye, C. Bielich, D. Carnegie, Miss F. D'Annu:zio, S. Colman, W. Harwood, C. Cade, D.
Smith. 2ND ROW: J . Fournier, G. Easterbrook, S. Shuttleworth, G. Leng, S. Deschamps, M. Jones, L. Sampson,
C. Ade, D. Chittero, J. Nowitski. 3RD ROW: C. Mascarin, L. Bookman, G. Ostrander, G. Kindrachuk, G. Kisil,
G. Lauzon, B. Graham, T . Hynes, L. Vendrasco, S. Foote.

A FAREWELL TO 12-C
All " Great thing5" must come to an end
But after three years things have only started
To begin for " our gang" - lasting friendships,
Fond memories ...
But we must add we have come to one
Undeniable conclusion about our past years
In school we were .. .

DUMB .. . DUMB . . . DUMB.
Signing off.
" Hey Will, it's been ten years" - Ozzie
"Hey Larry, do you know Ogo" - Colleen
" Hey Colleen, let's be friends" - Suzy
" What I would do if I had an 80%" - Bill
" Hey Deb, do you know Don" - Stan
" Oh Dodo" - Larry
" 12-C, you bunch of idiots" - Mrs. Atchison
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Just remember wherever you go, that's where you are.

12D
1ST ROW: S. Franche, A. Turchetto, J. Merritt, C. Iannicello, Mr. Christie, E. Dima, L. Vivian, L. Grando,
B. Curtis. 2ND ROW: P. Fortuna, H . Martinello, E. Christou, B. Androssiuk, G. Szabo, F. Liszczak, E. Dicredico, D. Barlow, M. Matolko. 3RD ROW: A. Berger, J. McIntyre, G. Dunlop, D. Snyder, N. Nowitski, G.
Maxwell, G. Thompson, C. Nurse.
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126
1ST ROW: C. Suszek, H. Lawrenson, E. Jessop, B. Magill, E. Giel, S. Ellis, J. Pastorious, M. Rend, L.
Smith, S. Firr, J. Szczech, L. Singleton, A. Fowler. 2ND ROW: B. Howe, D. Stevenson, P. McMartin, C. Ramsay, Mr. Fisher, J. Reddin, E. Ma:ciborka, M. Ratushny, L. Weatherall. 3RD ROW: J. Simon, E. Keletgian,
A. Simoff, B. Burchmore, E. Sovran, J. Mann, D. Belleperche, T. Gardner, C. Paszkoiviak, R Parker. Absent:
R Litchfield, I. Paivlik.

Don't Laugh - I'm the REAL Brains
behind all this!

We thought we'd save space and here's
what we came up with!

-

12H
1ST ROW: P. Grundy, N. Long, A. Baska, C. Sabutsch, V. Kasprick, Mr. W. Davidson, A. Willett, P. Matthews,
S. Haddad, A. Muszketa, R. Stewart, F. Sala. 2ND ROW: L. Purser, D. Huska, B. Hay, R. Crema, T. Pare, M.
Silverstein, B. Ludwig, G. Ing, D. Barnett, S. Peterson. 3RD ROW: R. Curtis, R. Welker, R Divito, D.
Meret, A. Deshield, P. Palmer, C. Erwin, W. Si tan, D. Quinn.

DENNIS AND ANNIET

As our class attempted to stage the play Dennis and Anniet, starring the two lovers,
Dennis Merit and Anniet Musketa, we found it was not as easy as we thought it would
be. Problems were many, s tarting with the director Roy Crema wanting the actors to
speak in Italian but no one knew how. Then our carpenters Liz Purser, Phil Palmer,
Ruth Ann Stewart and Mike Silverstein made Anniet's house ranch style, making the
balcony scene impossible. Our costume designers Lenore Thompson, Fran Sala, Penny
Matthews and Nancy Long went on strike, and Pam Grundy, our musical arranger wanted to
play selections from the Doors and Steppenwolf but our ticket sellers Diane Huska and
Ann Baska said it would never appeal to the crowd. Then came the problems with the
actors and actresses. Shelagh Peterson as the Nurse couldn't stop talking long enough
to say her right lines, and Susan Haddad as the pretty Lady Capulet continually called
Anniet at the wrong time to come for supper, always cutting short the kissing scenes
(jealousy perhaps). Bob Curtis as the knowledgeable Friar Lawrence kept handing out
free potions to Tim Pare (Paris), so his lines were never right, and the stage crew
of Brian Hay, Chris Erwin, Ron DiVito and Wayne Sitan also managed to sniff little
pieces of herbs here and there from the Friar's collection. More problems arose when
Barry Ludwig as Tybalt insisted on using a real sword in rehearsal, therefore forcing
Don Quinn as Mercutio to walk around for protection in foam rubber. Dave Barnett, the
Friar sent to Mantua with speed with news for Dennis was arrested for peddling dope
and put in jail and two members of the masquerade party, Val Kasprik and Cheryl
Sabutsch, both threw their backs out in rehearsal by dancing up a storm trying to
catch the eye of Lord Capulet, Roland Welker. Last but not least, Gary Ing and Alan
DeShield were quite disturbed about not being included in our play, but we couldn't
figure out how to make them look Italian.
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A Bof M Career spells

Looking for an interesting
career after high school?
Find out now what the
Bank of Montreal can
offer you if you are willing
to work and learn. Our interesting booklet "The
Future with a Future" outlines the absorbing jobs
and better opportunities
in a career in banking. To
obtain your free copy
write to Personnel Manager, Bank of Montreal ,
50 King St. W., Toronto 1,
Ont. There is no obligation, except to yourself.

(ahallenge
Advancement
ffi espo nsi bi lity
II •:xperience
II 1:ducation
Bank of Montreal
ffi=ffiewards

=m

Canada's First Ban~

General Manager: G. B. Dea

SCHOOL OF NURSING

Winograd's

THE METROPOLITAN GENERAL HOSPITAL
WINUSOR, ONTARIO.
The Metropolitan. General Hospital School of Nursing offers to

Ladies' and Men's Wear

qualified Secondary School Graduates, a well-established 2 + 1
Program leading to eligibility to write Ontario Nurse Registration
Examinations. This is one of the most progressive Schools of Nursing
in Ontario, conducting a student-centred, patient-centred Program of study and experience.

35 Wyandotte St. E.
253- 1717

Description of Course:
2 years of b~ic study and clinical or· ward experience,
followed by one year intemship. An allowance of $300.00
per month is granted during the intem year.

For Superb Dining
in authentic 1 7th
century English Tudor
surroundings

Features of Course:
- no tuition fee
- excellent living accommodation and teaching facilities
- well qualified teaching staff
- experience in all major branches of Nursing
- options of Paediatric, Obstetric, Psychiatric Nursing,
and Operating Room during intern year.

!e ®Ide

See School of Nursing Announcement for admission requirements.

~teah ~ous·

Information may be obtained from:

Director, School of Nursin&;
2240 Kildare Road, Windsor, 20.
Telephone: 254-1855.

J!t $!be fJtrak J,ouft
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46 Chatham Street West
Next to the Post Off ice
256-0222
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THE WINDSOR BOARD OF EDUCATION
offers greetin~ and best wishes to
the staff and students

of
HON. W. C. KENNEDY COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE

To the members of the 1969 Graduating Cla~, we extend
our sincerest congratulations for your past achievements
and best wishes for the future.

WINDSOR

--

BOARD OF EDUCATION
1968
Elected Trustees
Ward I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . H. A. Campbell
Ward II . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G. Alan Buchanan, B.A.
Ward III . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . R. J. Whitty, M.D., D.A.B., F.I.C.S., F.A.C.S.
Ward IV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . G. M. Grant, Q.C.

-
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· A message from Chrysler Canada Ltd. to all you young men and women who will come of driving age this year.

Thrill of a lifetime:
First solo in the family car.
Your province says you're
enough to drive.

drive, from Young Grown-Ups with moral
drrvr ng responsi brlr ty. and mental driving
good sense.
You may have the quickest reflelles in
you r block and 20-20 vision, but if you
don't have 50-50 respect for other cars
and drivers on the road and for the
money your dad has put rnto that car
you·re neither old enough nor good
enough to drive. No matter what that
driving licence says.
You're starting to drive in an age when
cars are built stronger, handle better and
drive safer, but even a Sherman tank or
an armored Brink's truck can't stand up
against some of the dumber drivers and
red-hot speeds on Canadian roads today.
You 're the country's driving hope. The
only real chance motorists and motoring
have for the future is that young drivers
coming on our roads today will be better,
safer, more responsible drivers than their
fathers or mothers.

old

You have a driver's licence.
Your dad says you can take the car.
You're on your own no big person
to tell you what to do, how to do it,
where to go, how fast to go there.
Turn the key Put' er in drive ...
Step on the gas ... and let her roll.
What are we waiting for?

• We hope you're waiting for a few words
-not a lecture nor a scolding-from a
company that makes cars for a lot of
dads like yours.
The first time you take out the Family
Car you put yourself in the situation that
separates Kids, wrth merely a licence to

Plymouth. Dodg,. Ch,y,/e, lm,,.,i,l Dodg,ffa,go T,u,h · Sim" · Sunbeam
0

O

There is no reason why they shouldn't
be.
As one teenager, recently quoted rn a
newspaper, says, "We teenagers are good
drivers. The only trouble is that because
we're so good, some of us get too sure of
ourselves and take too many chances."
Let's look at it this way: The first time
you take out t he family car on your own,
you're boss of thousands of dollars' worth
of steel, rubber, aluminum and glass.
It has everything rt takes to get you
somewhere and back except a brain.
Don·t forget that's the most important
thing about dr1v1ng and the brain is
you.
One dumb driver can cause an accident, but when two dumb drivers meet,
there isn't a prayer. You be the smart one.
There are a dozen ways a kid can show
he's growing up, but the surest way to
judge him is "Does he d1ive Grown-Up
Style really grown-up?"

4~
•
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''Sold" Signs
Compliments of

tell the story
E.J. Carson Realty Ltd.

BULMER TYPEWRITERS
Windsor, Ont.

1598 Ottawa St.
256-2325

Best Wishes from

D & R Sewing Centre

TEPPERMAN'S
FURNITURE STORE

SALES & SERVICE

1241 Ottawa St.
Windsor, Ontario

Compliments of

STRUTHER'S PAINTCRAFT

THE ROYAL BANK

Custom Picture Framing

OF CANADA

Largest selection of art
supplies in the city

Ouellette & Ellis Branch
Windsor, Ontario

254-4406

1465 Ottawa St.

We offer excellent career
opportunit,ies to
Graduating Students

Compliments of

SERVICE EMPLOYEES
UNION LOCAL 210
A. F. Borg - President
Mrs. F. Crowder - Secretary-Treasurer
*wishing all K.C.I. students
every success
252-0180
709 Ouellette Avenue
Windsor, Ontario

MARVIN'S
DRY GOODS LTD.
Windsor's Largest Selection
of
Half Sizes
1686 Ottawa St.

PLEASE PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

256-9141
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Furniture, Appliances, Carpeting

Dominion Furniture
620 Glengarry

Phone 253-1388

"High quality furniture at a low price"

Centennial Bar

_I_"X__L_

&

•C
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Kitchen Equipment
1169 - 1173 Tecumseh Rd. East
Windsor

1409 Tecumseh Rd. East at Moy

256-0101

256-3426

Maher Shoe Store
461 Ouellette Ave.
Windsor

Ontario

from

STUDENTS RECEIVE SPECIAL ATT ENT ION AT

A. Ross

VARSITY SPORTS CENTRE

Plumbing Co. Ltd.

LTD.

Plumbing, Heating, Sales & Service

RIVERSIDE DRIVE WEST
WINDSOR, ONTARIO
"The right equipment for every sport"
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1636 Tecumseh Rd. E.
254-5011
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COMPLIMENTS OF

BEGER'S CARPETS
88

COMPLIMENTS
3873 Walker Rd.
OF

Windsor

Ontario
Phone - 969-1291

DUPLATE CANADA LTD.

,

1850 Walker Rd.

BEST WISHES

Windsor

from the

Ontario

TOP HAT SUPPER
CLUB
Windsor

Ontario

MITTON'S BARBER SALON
Compliments
*Styling *Colouring
* Razor Cutting
*Shampoos *Facials
*Straightening
* Ample Parking Front & Rear
1256 OUELLETTE - 252-8513

of

Trend Millwork
Phone 969-2990

Next To Red Cross Building

WILLIAMS & WILSON
LIMITED

Compliments
of

MACHINE TOO LS - INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES

a
1465 TECUMSEH RD. EAST
Phone 253-1121

Friend

PLEASE PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

Rentals
Home-owner - Contractor

484 PELISSIER ST.

WINDSOR, ONT.

WACO EQUIPMENT

•

COMPANY LTD.
2780 Howard Ave.,
Windsor, Ont.,
969-9770

TELEPHONE 2153 · 5612

FURNITURE
CARPETS * APPLIANCES

DERBY BAR-B-Q

Buy With Confidence On Easy Terms
Goods Satisfactory or
Money Refunded

"Best in Town"

Since
1904

BAUM & BRODY'S

301 Tecumseh Rd. East
Windsor
Phone

256-3771

Corner Chatham & Ferry St.

LEARN SHORTHAND
THE EASY WAY ...
SpeeJw,ilinf
A 8 C SHORTHAND

MAKES IT SO EASY!
Speedwrttlng Shorthand ls the modern Shorthand,
It used tM ABCa you already know. No symbols,
you can learn Speedwrtttng Shorthand In half the
time lt takes to learn a symbol shorthand,
S p e e d w r 1 t I n g available In Windsor,
only at Bulmer Business College,

all other Commercial courses available
Come in - Phone - or Write

BULMER
BUSINESS COLLEGE
D.C. O'BRIEN, B.A., Principal
G,P. MATHON£Y, B.A., Director of Training
315 Pellssler St. Capital Theatre Building 253-8202
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Brickman 's
Singer's Sewing Centre
Your Headquarters For The
Finest in Sewing & Cleaning
Equipment
Sales & Service
to all makes
Sewing machines, Typewriters,
& Vacuums
254-6555
1434 Ottawa St.
(across from Gray's)

Rennie's Music
128 University Ave. West

256- 1018

OPPOSITE CAPITAL THEATRE
AMERICA'S FINEST RECTRONIC ORGAN
MUSICAL INSTRWENTS
COMPLETE LINE OF ACCESSORIES
AND PARTS
THE MOST MODERN REPA IR DEPARTMENT
IN CANADA
All FORMS OF PRINTED MUS IC

PLEASE PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

Windsor News
Company Ltd.
Essex County Distributor

Compliments of

of Paperback Books To
Schools, Colleges & Universities

Colonial Tool
Company Ltd.

Compliments of
1691 Walker Road

Ken Wiley Drugs

Windsor, Ontario

- dispensing chemist
2300 Howard Avenue
253-1115

THE GIFT SHOP

Joseph Zuliani limited

OF WINDSOR
DIAMONDS
SWISS WATCHES
ENGLISH CHINA
FINE SILVER
HANDBAGS
FASHION JEW ELLE RY
LUGGAGE

"Gifts from Many Countries"

OUELLETTE AVE. AT PARK ST.

2376 E.C. Row

966-0120

DETROIT NEWS
WINDSOR AGENCY
131 Wyandotte St. E.

PLEASE PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

HAWKESWOOD GARAGE LIMITED
COMPLE T E

COLLISION

SERVICE

'' WE MEET
BY ACCIDENT "
TELEPHONE 2!52-6511·2·3·4
270 ERIE ST. E AST AT McDOUGALL

COMPLIMENTS OF

1680 Tecumseh Rd. E.,
WINDSOR

Tel. 254-1868

Compliments of

MIDAS MUFFLER SHOPS
2410 Tecumseh Rd. W.
766 Tecumseh Rd. E.
258 • 1661
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A. Lombardo & Son Ltd.
General Contractors

Compliments
of

James H. Sutton
2998 Grandmarais E.
Funeral Home
945-6301

Compliments of
Compliments of

Young Motor Sales

Chicken Court Restaurant

Howard & Ottawa

Windsor, Ontario

used cars
254-4112

COMPLIMENTS of

/y/e's

'

men's wear
478 Ouellette Ave., Windsor
SEAWAY PLAZA

WINDSOR CRAFT
& SUPPLY
Complete line in Punch
Work
Needle Point
Petit Point
1567 Ottawa St.
Instruction given in
other lines of work

PLEASE PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

253-1275
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Compliments of
Farrell's
Pharmacy Ltd.
1495 Tecumseh RD. E.
256-3436
252-4170

CAN · USA
Restaurant - Bar B-0
We Specialize in Bar B-Q
Spare Ribs - Chicken
Fish Dinners
WE CATER TO
BANQUETS, PARTIES, AND WEDDINGS
400 Tecumseh RD. E.

252-3235

J. E. MURPHY

COMPLIMENTS OF

SHEET METAL
COMPANY LTD.
ESTABLISHED
595 TECUMSEH RD. EAST
PHONE 252-5871 -2
WINDSOR,

TUCKER ELECTRIC LTD.
Contractors - Engineers
1921

ONTARIO

300 Eugenie ST.
WINDSOR
969-9233

COMPLIMENTS OF

Sapoline Co. Ltd.
700 E.C. ROW
PHONE - 256-7879
Manufacturers and Distributors of
Cleaning Compounds for Home and
Industry

1526 OTTAWA ST. -PHONE 254-6481
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For more Than Fifty Years

PLEASE PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

WOOL

KNITTING

DRESSES

Compliments of the
CUSTOM MADE KNITTING SHOP

AND EXCLUSIVE EUROPEAN GARMENTS

J. C. TE RON CO. l TD.
Signs
Phone 253-8328
465 Erie St. E.
Windsor Ontario

Montreal
Meat Market

Compliments of

DOMINION STEEL
& COAL CORP.
CANADIAN BRIDGE DIVISION

1219 Walker Rd.
Windsor
870 Erie Street
Windsor Ontario

PLEASE PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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Compliments of

Veteran

Niagara Restaurant
....

in the heart of
Downtown Windsor

V

Cab Co.

"First to your door"

89 University W.

308 Wyandotte St. E.
256-2621

Quality and Value
in
Fine Furs

Nantais Sport Shop Ltd.
2075 Wyandotte St. W.
Windsor, Ontario
Phone 252-5705
Russ Nantais
Fred Luxford
Harvey Teno

John K. Fo rrest
President

J

Len McGeough
Vice-President

Argus
Protection
and Investigation
Service Ltd.

Lazare's
493 Ouellette Ave.
in Windsor Since 1925

254-1322

Res. 254-7117

Uptown Radio & TV Ltd.
Specia lized Service

Auto Radios
Television
Home Rad ios - Sound Equipment

24 Hour Service
830 Ouellette Avenue,
Windsor, Ontario
Phone 253-6331

755 Wyandotte St. East
Windsor, Ontario

Sheet Music Shop

Flowers by Malone

Popular Classical Instruction
128 University Ave. W.
Opposite Capital Theatre
Phone 256-1803
Windsor, Ontario.
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Bonded Member
Florist Telegraph Delivery Ass'n
58 Chatham St. W.

Phone 253-4000
256-3227

Windsor, Ontario.

PLEASE PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

Waffle's Electric Ltd.
Windsor

Chatham

Toronto

Don Waffle P. Eng
Windsor

400 Erie E.

254-9215

Bob Gee's
Shell Service Station
Comp Ii ments

of

Lubri cation
Tubeless Tire & Bat tery Service
Specialized ignition & Fuel Service
Local and Long Distance Towing
Also American Licenced

CANTEEN OF CANADA

3500 Seminole St.,
Windsor, Ontario.

838 Erie St. E.
253-5193
Windsor, Ont.

CROSS SUPPLIES
& PAYING LTD.
1276 Windsor Ave.
Phone 254-1 166
Pre-Mix

Windsor

Building Materials

Redi-Mix Concrete

PLEASE PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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PHONE 969-0620

VENDRASCO LIMITED
PLASTERING CONTRACTORS

Lathing - Plastering - Acoustical Tile
Franchised Aggregate Finestone
Surfacing Applicator

3857 RONALD AVE.
WINDSOR, ONTARIO

B. VENDRASCO
PRESIDENT

OBJECTIVE: CAREER
The Regular Officer Training Plan is not for dreamers. It's
for the clear-thinking, bright young man with a determination to
embark on a meaningful and self-satisfying career.
The ROTP has one purpose: to make you work hard and
train hard so that you come out a complete man as an officer
in the Canadian Armed Forces.
You attend one of the Canadian Military Colleges where you
may earn a Bachelor's degree in arts, sciences, or engineering.
And you'll study for this degree in both of our official
languages.

This program provides uniforms, board and a modest wage.
Since vacancies at the Military Colleges are limited you may
be sponsored at a Canadian university.
To us, this career plan is one of the most meaningful available
to any young man growing up in Canada today. But it's not for
dreamers. It's for the young man who has a strong eye to a
responsible military career.
For further Information write or visit
Canadian Forces Recruiting Centre,
185 Ouellette Ave., Windsor, Ontario.

·~

THE REGULAR OFFICER TRAINING ~~N-N~T
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~REAMERS.
OR681011
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6333 TECUMSEH RD. E., WINDSOR . ONT. P.O. BOX 264

PATRONS
Mr. J. R. M. Pentland
Mr. M. C. Thomson
Mr. J . Spinks
Mr. W. J. Davidson
Mr. E. G. Abey
Miss K. Binder
Miss M. Brown
Miss A. Carey
Mrs. M. Daniluk
Mr. J. W. Durrant
Miss C. Eaton
Mr. and Mrs. A. Horen
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Hyland
Mrs. E. Irwin
Mr. and Mrs. G. Letoumeau
Sandra Maclean
Mr. and Mrs. R. Monger
Mrs. Linda Neilson
Mr. and Mrs. A. Nicholas
Mr. J. H. Nabben
Mr. V . Pistor
Mrs. D . Roberts
Mr. Louis J. Veres
Stuart' s " Teen Man" Clothes

PHONE 948-8181

If it's new - It's first at

BROTHERHOOD 'S
CAMPUS HALL
Young Men's Fashion Centre
Ottawa Street

PLEASE PATRONIZE
YOUR LOCAL TEACHER
•.. Compliments of
the Kennedy Staff

PLEASE PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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